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Section 1: Welcome to Local Area Planning
1.1

The information collected through the different stakeholder and community
member meetings, together with best planning practices, have helped to
inform the goals, policies and actions contained in this document.

Background and Context

The LAP pilot project was initiated by the South Hill Community Association,
the Moose Jaw Housing Advisory Committee, and the City of Moose Jaw. This
process began in October, 2012, when funding was secured for the project. In
January, 2013, the initial data collection and community engagement process
began – this included the first meeting with Administration, technical
committee members, and the housing committee.

1.2

Purpose of the Local Area Plan

The purpose of the South Hill Local Area Plan (also referred to as the “LAP”) is
to identify a vision for the neighbourhood and recommend a course forward
for good planning and development. This is achieved through the objectives
and policies that have been developed throughout the planning process. The
LAP is written specifically for the neighbourhood of South Hill. A set of
policies, suggested implementation strategies, and associated land use maps
and urban design concepts make up the primary content of this LAP.
Additionally, there are also suggested policy recommendations focused on
neighbouring areas.

From March to November 2013, there
were a total of five community
engagement sessions. Each session
focused on two to three planning
themes with presenters speaking on the
related topic, followed by participatory
exercises. Community members,
business owners and other
stakeholders were asked to envision
South Hill 25+ years ahead and to write
down their hopes for each theme. The
engagement sessions also included
Future Land Use mapping; identification
of land use potentials and review of the
current Future Land Use in the Moose
Jaw Official Community Plan.

A series of amendments to the current City of Moose Jaw Official Community
Plan (Bylaw No. 5345) and Zoning Bylaw No. 5346 may be appropriate to
ensure consistency. The policies and objectives contained within this LAP are
compliant with Provincial legislation, which includes the Planning and
Development Act, 2007 and Statements of Provincial Interest.

1.3

Overview of the South Hill Local Area Planning Process

A Local Area Plan (LAP) provides a long-term road map for how the South Hill
neighbourhood will grow, revitalize, and adapt over time. Key questions
driving this Local Area Plan process are:

South Hill Block Party

In June 2014, a block party, dubbed the
South Hill Block Party, was created in part by the South Hill Community
Association where local community members assisted in organizing a day of
celebration for South Hill. During the Block Party, panels and work done to
date on the Local Area Plan was shared with the community with opportunity
for feedback. The vision, goals and policies within this Plan are reflective of
the community voice.
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What do we want growth/development to look like in our neighbourhood?
How and where will our neighbourhood be shaped and grow in the future?
What trends and issues are affecting our future?
How much growth, in jobs and people, can we expect in the future? and,
What strategies and policies will we use to support our vision for growth?



Success in the LAP process requires that a diverse range of people be involved,
impacted and responsible for implementing the LAP and are actively engaged
in its formulation. The LAP framework provides for policies and targets, which
is conducted through a 9-step process:
1
2
3

4
5

•Neighbourhood Meeting

Community engagement involves a wide range of participants with varying
opinions and ideas. The model allows for the creation of open space where
everyone can voice their opinions and be heard throughout the process. It
guides the community to create a shared vision that everyone can live with.

•Condition of the Community
•Creating a Vision
•Identifying Issues and Setting Goals
•Writing the Local Area Plan

7

•Adopting the Local Area Plan

8

•Implenting the Strategies

1.4



•Forming a Working Group

6

9



Knowledge generated by the inquiry should be applicable; look at what is
possible & relevant;
Systems are capable of becoming more than they are and they can learn
how to guide their own evolution -- so consider provocative challenges &
bold dreams of "what might be"; and
The process & outcome of the inquiry are interrelated and inseparable, so
make the process a collaborative one (Cooperrider & Whitney, 1999).1

Roles were shared at the beginning of each session for the facilitative planners
and participants, with a common goal for everyone to learn something new,
have fun and share with others the work being done together.
The LAP process included the creation of a list of “foundations for success”,
statements of values to ensure successful and productive meetings and time
well spent for both participants and facilitators. They included:

•Monitoring, Evaluating & Updating the Plan

 Respect for everyone’s opinions
 Open mindedness
 Participation/Contribution
 Ability to set priorities
 Humor, fun

Community Engagement Approaches Utilized

The community engagement approaches utilized during the LAP framework
and facilitation is based on the Appreciative Inquiry model and best practices.
This model is intended to ensure time for community capacity-building and
quality results. The model builds from the positive and asks participants to
discuss “best-hopes and goals” for the future of their community.
The following facilitation principles were followed:
 Every system works to some degree; seek out the positive, and appreciate
the "best of what is”;
1 Cooperrider, D. L., & Whitney, D. (1999).

Appreciative inquiry. San Francisco, CA:

Berrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc.
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 Having good amenities to meet in
 Making sure we have the right
start times
 Respect for our overall timeframe
 Having refreshments

1.5

Suggested Changes to Zoning District Map: The Zoning Bylaw and Zoning

Plan Organization

District Map are implementation tools of the Official Community Plan and
Local Area Plan. Appendix “B” contains suggested changes to the Zoning
District Map to reflect the voices and values heard throughout the process.
The identified changes are for illustrative purposes only and may be
considered for future amendments to the Zoning District Map.

The Local Area Plan is organized into six (6) sections, with appendices
attached following this document.

Section 1

•Introduction to the South Hill Local Area Plan, including
background and context, purpose, and overview.

Reference Maps: The series of reference maps attached in Appendix “C”
Section 2

provide supplementary information about current amenities and land uses in
South Hill. All Reference Maps are for conceptual purposes only.

•South Hill Identity - a brief look at the past, present and
future of South Hill.

Definitions: Appendix “D” contains definitions that are applicable to this
Section 3

•An overview of the South Hill Value and Vision, as locally
identified by community members and stakeholders.

Local Area Plan. They are meant to be complementary to the definitions found
in the City of Moose Jaw Zoning Bylaw (Bylaw No. 5346). The definitions may
be amended in the Zoning Bylaw in the future.

Section 4

•Overview of the specific objectives, policies and strategies
created for the neighbourhood.

Conceptual Designs: In Appendix “E”, four sets of concept designs have

Section 5

•A look at policy and implementation considerations for
neighbours to South Hill

Section 6

•An overview on how the South Hill LAP is implemented
and administered.

been drafted, taking into consideration input from community members and
stakeholders. The design principles in creating the concept designs are based
on “lighter, quicker, and cheaper” (LQC). The approach with LQC is to take
incremental steps, using low-cost experiments and tapping into local talents
to create vibrant places. It allows for community members to do small-scale
tests to see if it works in a short term, and incrementally, move to create a
more permanent solution.

Action Plans: Action Plans for South Hill have been included in Appendix “F”
to provide a checklist of the key action items that should be completed to help
the City achieve the goals outlined in the Local Area Plan.

Suggested Changes to Future Land Use Map: The Future Land Use Map
illustrates general land use designations for future development. The
Suggested Changes to the City of Moose Jaw Future Land Use Map is found in
in Appendix A. The future land uses identified are for illustrative purposes
only, and may be considered for future amendments to the Future Land Use
Map.
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Section 2: South Hill Identity Then, Now and Ahead
2.1

South Hill provides community members with the ability to live in the
neighbourhood through their entire life cycle, offering a diversity of housing
from ownership to renting. There are options for affordable housing to new
families, new immigrants and seniors. For educational facilities, South Hill has
the: Empire; Westmount; St. Mary; Cornerstone Christian School; Riverview
Collegiate; Sacred Heart; and the International Bible College.

South Hill Then – Historical Context

The City of Moose Jaw was originally settled as a traditional Indian fur trader’s
camp and named after the Cree meaning “a warm place by the river.”2 In the
late 1800’s and early 1900’s, the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) was built
across the river valley. Permanent settlement began in 1882 and Moose Jaw
continued to grow.

From arts, culture and recreational
activities, there is something for
everyone in South Hill. An added
value to South Hill is the proximity to
the Wakamow Valley which provides
a natural setting for passive and
active recreation. The community is
also supportive of locally grown food
operations and businesses; this is
Community Gardens Site
provided through the Yara
Community Gardens located in South Hill on Home Street.

South Hill began to develop in the 1900’s to the 1980’s to include the White
Seed Pool, Swift Canadian’s smoke stack, Empire School, and the Willard
Hotel.3 The first high school, Riverview Collegiate, was built in 1959. Many of
the services were utilized by the CPR and stockyard workers, and military base
families.
South Hill is one of the first neighbourhoods to be developed in the City and
has grown over time providing residential options, community and
recreational services and amenities, and commercial and industrial services.
The historic character of the community makes it a unique and attractive
place to live and visit. There is a great sense of community where people from
South Hill are proudly known as “South Hillers.”

2.2

Some historical industrial developments still reside in South Hill including the
stock yards, Moose Jaw Refinery, Texas Refinery, and Canadian Pacific Rail
yards. Most of the commercial businesses are located along 4th Avenue South
West and Lillooet Street West. The commercial sector is diverse providing
groceries, banking, restaurants, and more. Some services including a medical
clinic and gas stations are also located along 9th Avenue South West.

South Hill Now – Neighbourhood Today

South Hill is a vibrant neighbourhood within the City of Moose Jaw with a
population of approximately 4,500. Because there are no direct numbers
available for the neighbourhood, this is based on an estimation from Elections
Canada. This population is a portion of the 35,671 population in Moose Jaw
overall. A boundary map showing neighbourhoods of South Hill, Westheath,
University Heights, and the Valley is provided in Figure 1 on page 8.

South Hill is connected by all types of transportation including road, rail,
public transit and pedestrian. Two Provincial highways, #2 and #363 run
through the neighbourhood in addition to local collector streets. A number of

2

http://www.moosejaw.ca/?service=early-history
Larsen, John. Libby, Maurice. Moose Jaw: People, Places, History. Coteau Books,
2001. Retrieved August 7, 2014 at
http://books.google.ca/books/about/Moose_Jaw.html?id=3MDXtHm0nYcC.
3
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paths and trails also provide the community with the ability to walk, bike, or
use other means of transportation.
As the City of Moose Jaw grows, South Hill also realizes growth. The
community wants to ensure their involvement and input into the future of
neighbourhood ensuring it remains South Hill and continues to prosper.

2.3

South Hill Ahead – Projecting Forward

One main aspect of planning in the neighbourhood of South Hill is looking
ahead and preparing for growth and development. The following table
outlines population projections for the neighbourhood. As indicated by the
Census of Canada, 2011 Census, the City of Moose Jaw grew 3.6% percent.
Taking this into account, with an estimated population of 4,500, the table
outlines population projection estimations for a low (1.0%), medium (1.5%),
and high (2.0%) growth rate.
Table 1 Population projection, based on low, medium and high growth trends

Year
2014
2019
2024
2029
2039
2064

Population
(1.0%)
4500
4545
4591
4637
4682
4730

Population
(1.5%)
4500
4567
4636
4705
4776
4848

Population
(2.0%)
4500
4590
4682
4775
4870
4968

Source: 2014 Population estimate for South Hill Neighbourhood was provided
by the City of Moose Jaw. This was based on an approximated figure of
eligible voters obtained from Elections Canada plus those not considered as
eligible voters within South Hill. The projections are based on 1.0%, 1.5% and
2.0% growth rates for the next 5 years, 10 years, 15 years, 25 years and 50
years planning periods.
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Figure 1 Boundary Map
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Section 3: South Hill Neighbourhood Values and Vision
3.1

South Hill and Values

Through an integrative and iterative local area planning process, community
members have identified what South Hill means to them. This valuable input
from community members and stakeholders has been transformed into
community values and a vision. These values will be the guiding principles that
are reflective of the overall vision and serve as the basis for the policies
contained within this Plan.

Core Community Value: Committing to a participatory and collaborative
process to foster a unique sense of place within the South Hill. South Hill is
an area to live, work, and play in.

Valley Connections: Recognizing the importance of the Wakamow Valley
and the role it has as a natural amenity and focal point of the City as a
whole. We will ensure Wakamow is utilized year round for a variety of
purposes, from education to recreational.

A Wordle was created to summarize the core values of South Hill, see Figure 2
below. A Wordle is a web-based application that combines word data and
displays information on what terms or words have been most repeated. In this
case, the terms “Community,” “Valley,” “Park,” and plenty others have been
identified by community members. These are terms they strongly associate
with the neighborhood of South Hill. Following the Wordle are the community
values that have been identified through this process.

Living in South Hill: Ensuring that there is no shortage of places to live in
South Hill. There will be a wide variety of choices available to anyone
wanting to make South Hill their home, from young families to seniors.
Being Neighbourly: Striving to not only be the best neighbours to one
another, but by extending a hand to our wider city and surrounding
communities including the RM of Moose Jaw and 15 Wing Air Base.

Figure 2 Wordle of South Hill Community Values

Economic Development: Supporting our locally-owned businesses and
initiatives, and remaining open to new and innovative opportunities that
may arise.
Neighbourhood Amenities: Maintaining the diversity of offerings to our
residents and visitors to South Hill. Promoting of our local amenities will
be key to ensuring that our community thrives.
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3.2 South Hill Community Vision Statement
The neighbourhood vision statement is intended to give a broad, inspirational
image of the future that South Hill is aiming to achieve over the next 25+
years. It is written in present tense, in a positive tone and is easy to
understand. Based on the community engagement process, and refinement
from the advisory committee, the following vision statement was created:

South Hill in 25+ years…
South Hill continues to be one of the most diverse, beautiful and
vibrant neighbourhoods in Moose Jaw. We are the ‘park side of the
tracks’ as our community and recreational amenities are top notch and
well-utilized. We value and maintain our Wakamow River Valley as a
focal point of recreation and culture for the city.
Ball game at Optimist Park

We have a diverse range of families and individuals that are leaders in
sustainable housing and community support. We value our heritage
significance to our buildings and ensure new developments are
complementary to the overall maturity of South Hill.
Our community is a central gathering point for social and commercial
opportunities. These offerings are complementary to the downtown
core as we offer unique experiences to our residents and visitors.

Looking South on Vaughan Street
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Section 4: South Hill Neighbourhood Policies
The existing Official Community Plan covers a number of policy areas, and
applies to the neighbourhood of South Hill in a general manner. The South Hill
Local Area Plan will identify specific objectives, policies and recommended
implementation strategies at the neighbourhood-level. These policies will be
in compliance with the Official Community Plan and are meant to be
complementary to the overall planning process.

Objectives
 To encourage a high quality of urban design in the built form that is
unique and pedestrian-friendly.
 To ensure land uses are compatible with one another in the
neighbourhood.
 To encourage and support infill development when and where it
makes best sense.
 To manage the cost of new growth and development through the use
of long term annual budgeting.
 To ensure safety and visibility considerations for large developments
and additions.

The focus of these objectives and policies is to promote high quality urban
design and built form by integrating public realm and private development.
The policies are intended to enhance the image of South Hill as a destination
and retail area that balances the heritage quality with new, innovative
initiatives.

4.1

General Land Use Development

Policies

South Hill is one of the oldest and most diverse neighbourhoods in the City of
Moose Jaw. There are many residents who have called South Hill their home
their whole life, others who have retired there, and those that are new
families moving into the area. South Hill offers all types of land uses including
residential, commercial, industrial, community services, and recreational
amenities. Each of these brings a unique aspect to the neighbourhood;
regardless of age or background, there are amenities and services that are
available to meet the needs of residents and visitors.

.1 The City of Moose Jaw should strive,
through this Plan, to provide policies
related to land use, transportation,
servicing and other aspects of
planning that are consistent through
the neighbourhood of South Hill and
the City.
.2 Proposals for development in South
Viterra Grain Elevators
Hill will be guided the policies in this Plan and the wider City of Moose Jaw
Official Community Plan.

Throughout the community engagement process, one of the key messages
from community members and stakeholders is the appreciation of the unique
characteristics of South Hill. There is a great mix of land uses found in the
neighbourhood, and has been voiced that this adds to the uniqueness of
South Hill. For future development, it has been identified that it is important it
is safe, complements the neighbourhood and provides opportunity for
community input. The intention of this policy section is to outline general
objectives and policies that will apply to all areas in South Hill, protect the
community characteristics and promotes community economic development.

.3 The City should support a variety of uses and densities in South Hill that
allow for the efficient use of land, infrastructure and public facilities. The
Plan will help to identify suitable lands to attract a broad range of
residential, business enterprise, recreation, institutional, and industrial
development to meet anticipated long-term needs for the region through
the suggested Future Land Use Changes found in Appendix “A” of this
Plan.
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.4 Cumulative effects, land
fragmentation, best
management practices,
innovative procedures,
development phasing,
route modification,
alternative construction
techniques and impacts
on municipal servicing
4th Avenue - looking south
should be considered
when reviewing all developments and their compliance with this Plan.

e. Provision of green space and trails;
f. Provisions for public safety; and
g. Other criteria which support a sustainable community.

Suggested General Land Use Development Implementation
Strategies
 Adopt urban design guidelines that may include heritage overlays that
will maintain the overall character of South Hill.
 Start a neighbourhood statistics profile program that will be updated
on a regular basis
o Partnerships with other agencies including the Health Region,
Statistics Canada, and others will need to be considered.

.5 Land development may be guided by Concept Plans depending on the
scale, proposed use and geographic location. These plans or reviews
promote orderly, efficient and environmentally safe land development.
Requirements of a Concept Plan are outlined by the City of Moose Jaw
Official Community Plan and shall conform to The Planning and
Development Act, 2007.

4.2

Neighbourhood Public Health and Safety

The general health and welfare of community residents and visitors to South
Hill is of great importance to the community. For South Hill residents, this
includes a having a secure neighbourhood, diversity and access to services,
and a having a supportive network of people and organizations. A welldeveloped community will ensure all residents and visitors, regardless of age
or background, can have equal access to services and amenities that are
available.

.6 Each proposed subdivision and development proposal should be reviewed
for compliance with the long-term growth and infrastructure servicing
strategies. Land development and subdivision should be contiguous to
existing developed areas wherever possible.
.7 Development and new subdivisions should be encouraged to locate where
servicing and infrastructure are in place, or planned, to support the
intensity and type of development. A servicing agreement may be
required for new developments.

The neighbourhood is currently served by a number of public health and
safety amenities; this includes Aspen Medical South Hill (medical clinic) and
the Moose Jaw Extendicare. The Moose Jaw Extendicare is a long-term care
home with 110 beds, with a special needs unit with 15 beds. For other medical
emergency services, there are ambulance services and the Moose Jaw Union
Hospital located near the core of the city. The new regional hospital is
currently under construction and is expected to be finished in late-summer of
2015. There are three pharmacies located in the neighbourhood; they include
the PharmaSave, Shopper’s Drug Mart, and the Medicine Shoppe Pharmacy.
South Hill is also served by city-wide fire and police protective services.

.8 Developments should strive to avoid any major alterations to drainage,
landscape or other natural conditions and shall be required to mitigate on
and off-site impacts.
.9 Re-zoning proposals for development may be considered based upon the
following criteria:
a. Impact on surface and groundwater;
b. Cost-effective relative to the provision of services;
c. Sewage disposal impacts and pollution potential;
d. Integration with natural surroundings and adjacent land uses;
12

Throughout the community engagement process, it has been identified that
the community wants to ensure health and safety is considered a part of
every aspect of South Hill including future development. It is also important
that health and emergency services continue to be provided to South Hill as
they are to other neighbourhoods within Moose Jaw.

.2 Emergency planning should be undertaken before an emergency event to
identify risk and to research risk reduction measures that lower the
probability of an event occurring. An understood and practiced plan
should be maintained.
.3 The City should explore opportunities for the development of a fire safety
plan for the neighbourhood. This includes the utilization of FireSmart4
principles for new subdivisions that are planned within and adjacent to
potential fire hazards.

Objectives
 To retain and expand community health, safety, and emergency
services including the medical centre, fire and ambulance.
 To promote the community as a safe neighbourhood to live, work,
and play in.
 To support increased access to a wide variety of community services
for all residents.
 To support planning for a healthy community through social
development initiatives.
 To address the specific needs of youth and seniors in the
neighbourhood.

.4 The City may work with the Five Hills Health Region to ensure health,
safety and emergency services are maintained and enhanced in the
neighbourhood. Where there is opportunity to advocate in doctor and
health care personnel recruitment, South Hill representatives along with
the City may participate.
.5 The City, in conjunction with the Community Association, should improve
access to, and availability of, information regarding community services.
They shall support plain language and clear communication and target
immigrants and new residents to support a welcoming and socially
inclusive community.

Policies

.6 The City, in conjunction with South Hill Community Association,
community clubs, organizations and advocacy groups should promote
healthy lifestyles for community members by ensuring health support and
recreational opportunities are readily available in South Hill.

.1 Public health and safety
requirements should guide all
development. The City,
together with other
organizations and agencies in
South Hill, should ensure that
Emergency Response Plans
are current and reflect
changes in the land use or
activities.

.7 The City should improve neighbourhood infrastructure as a crime
prevention measure, this includes light improvements, beautification, and
community clean-ups.
.8 The City and other relevant community organizations and agencies, such
as the Community Association, should utilize Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design (CPTED) in the review process for rezoning and
development applications.

Moose Jaw Extendicare on Coteau Street

4

FireSmart principles and resources can be found at the following website:
http://www.environment.gov.sk.ca/firesmart
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.9 The City may explore options for regulations to encourage reduction of
noise, air and light pollution in the neighbourhood. The use of urban
design guidelines for South Hill may be an option for consideration.

Suggested Neighbourhood Public Health and Safety
Implementation Strategies
 Develop and initiate a neighbourhood fire safety plan, this may
become a blueprint for a city-wide, or by neighbourhood, fire safety
plan program.
 Explore options to expand medical services specific to seniors and
people living with disabilities with support from relevant organizations
and agencies.
 Develop a disaster plan that identifies potential emergency situations
and protocol outlined.
 The City and Community Association work closely with the school
district on creating pedestrian friendly and safe areas around schools.
o Establishing anti-idling zones in business and school zones.
o Install pedestrian crosswalks by traffic lights by school areas.
 Explore options for the installation of a sidewalk for both sides of
Main Street and other high traffic areas such as Lillooet, Coteau, and
5th Avenue.
 The City and the Community Association be in communication with
Transport Canada to ensure active railway lines and crossings are safe
in the neighbourhood.
o Design/landscaping and setback regulations need to be
considered.
 Maintaining the guard rails near the Valley’s edge.
 Implement urban design guidelines that will help mitigate noise, air,
and light pollution in the neighbourhood.

.10 The City should
support access to
affordable quality
licensed childcare
and pre-school in
South Hill.
.11 In conjunction with
the infrastructure
Childcare Centre on 4th Avenue
policies found in
section 4.9, traffic
calming and safety measurements may need to be considered for safety
reasons. Measures may include installations of crosswalks and sidewalks
that have been locally identified by community members South Hill.
.12 There are plenty of active rail lines in South Hill, transporting material
which includes hazardous material. The City should work with respective
rail agencies to comply with any adopted set of recommended
development guidelines and setbacks for residential development
adjacent to rail right-of-way.
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4.3

densities that meet the needs of current and future South Hill residents.
Growth in residential development, through new development and infill will
allow the neighborhood to evolve and give developers opportunity for further
investment. Appendix “A” outlines the potential changes to the Future Land
Use Map with regard to residential development and other land uses.

Housing and Infill Development

Housing plays an important role in the development and sustainability of a
community and neighborhood. A well-developed community will ensure there
is an adequate access to housing units through all life-styles of an individual
and family. This includes rental properties, attainable/entry-level homes,
market homes, and others. Residential development also has to be mindful of
the environment, as it is homes that most energy, water and resource
consumption take place.

Objectives
 To maintain current stock of housing options available in South Hill
and ensure South Hill remains an affordable place to live, raise a
family and retire.
 To attract a mix of housing types and densities including social,
affordable and market housing.
 To provide opportunity for the South Hill community to have voice in
housing developments that takes place in the neighbourhood.
 To balance opportunities for infill development alongside new
development opportunities including potential for conversions of
existing buildings/areas.
 To ensure green space is considered in new and infill developments.
 To implement the priorities of the 2011 Moose Jaw Housing Business
Plan.

Residential options in South Hill include a variety of options that include
single-detached, multi-unit, rental and attainable, and seniors housing. New
families and people of different backgrounds and cultures find that the
community of South Hill is a great place to call home because of its affordable
nature along with the services that are offered. While this is a mature
neighbourhood, there are opportunities for new residential development
including infill of existing lots. Infill development that is compatible and has
similar aesthetics to the neighbouring houses is a priority.
In 2011, the City of Moose Jaw, in conjunction with the Canadian Home
Builder’s Association, initiated a Housing Business Plan. It outlines
demographic trends, projections and housing determinants. While this
Housing Business Plan speaks about the City as a whole, there is an
abundance of information available that can be utilized by City officials along
with other organizations and agencies in Moose Jaw and the South Hill
neighbourhood.

General Policies
.1 All residential developments should be safe and not compromise the
health or general welfare of residents and surrounding land uses.
Visibility, access and egress, and firefighting requirements should be
included as part of the proposal.

Regarding the total number of housing units in South Hill, while there is no
direct information readily available, the Housing Business Plan broadly defines
household totals in general sectors of the city. Moose Jaw is identified by four
major areas: east, west, south and central. From the Housing Business Plan, it
is indicated that the west sector of the city has approximately 550
households.

.2 The City should encourage residential development that reflects the
character and nature of the neighbourhood of South Hill including
developments that support affordability and life cycle housing.
.3 When planning new residential areas or rezoning portions of land for
residential use, the proposed development should have regard to:
a. Compatibly of adjacent land uses;

Through this LAP, in conjunction with the 2011 Moose Jaw Housing Business
Plan, there is opportunity to provide for a range of housing options and
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Avoidance of environmentally sensitive and hazardous areas;
The ability of the City to provide cost-effective municipal services;
The impact on financial and capital planning by the City;
Zoning, subdivision design, street layout, and site planning;
The use of natural topography and drainage patterns to minimize the
cost and risks associated with storm drainage; and
g. Provision of land for Municipal Reserve pursuant to The Planning and
Development Act, 2007.
.4 New residential developments
should be developed and
integrated with existing
development in a manner that
facilitates linkage to the
community, efficient servicing,
access to schools and adheres to
appropriate development
standards to ensure an equitable
quality of life for all residents.

.9 Public participation should be integral to the planning process for
proposed residential developments including public opinions related to
the impact of physical development on the social environment.
.10 Green space should be considered as part of every residential
development proposal. Integration of park space, trails and trees shall be
supported.
.11 The City should align priorities and implement a phased budget with this
Plan and the 2011 Moose Jaw Housing Business Plan.
.12 The City together in partnership with the Moose Jaw Housing Authority,
community agencies, non‐profit organizations, senior levels of
government and the business community should continue to promote a
range of affordable housing incentives and options in South Hill.
.13 Laneway suites may be a viable option for the South Hill community. The
City should consider further research, including overall densities of
housing blocks, prior to considering these types of living options.

New Residential Development 400 Block
Home Street

Suggested Housing and Infill Implementation Strategies

.5 Infill residential development should be supported and maintained as a
priority in South Hill. Where there is opportunity to re-purpose and
convert existing buildings, the City shall promote such developments. Infill
development will have similar aesthetics to complement the surrounding
residential areas.

 Utilize the 2011 Moose Jaw Housing Business Plan for new residential
development and sourcing funding for future housing projects.
 Share with the public available residential lots in the neighbourhood.
 Actively explore provincial, federal or private housing incentives, and
act on any viable incentives that add value to the community of South
Hill.
 Actively explore the viability of laneway suites and other mixed-use
options.

.6 A mix of housing developments should be encouraged in South Hill.
Opportunities for innovative developments that increase density will be
considered.
.7 Multiple residential apartment or townhouse uses should be supported
provided that the proposed densities reflect the current zoning and are
compatible with surrounding land uses.
.8 Where warranted, cluster housing development is encouraged which
minimizes building footprints and maximizes open space.
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4.4

One of the main priorities indicated by community members is the proud
sense of community South Hill has. This includes the identity and social
inclusion of everyone regardless of background and age. Residents also want
to ensure their community is safe and there are no barriers for anyone coming
to neighbourhood. Safety and accessibility must be considered as part of
future development.

Neighbourhood Amenities, Recreation and
Programming

South Hill offers a variety of neighbourhood amenities, recreation and
programming opportunities. This includes community-based and recreational
services, educational facilities, park space, neighbourhood commercial
services, community gardens and more.

It has been also voiced by various community members that community
amenities and services are very important to the neighborhood. One area
that has been identified as an opportunity is creating spaces of gathering for
people of different ages. There are plenty of park spaces available for young
families, though is an identified need for a location for seniors.

There are six schools located in South Hill; this includes three are public
schools, and three religious institutions. The public schools include Empire,
Westmount and Riverview Collegiate. Empire and Westmount Schools are
Pre-Kindergarten to Grade 8, and Riverview Collegiate houses Grade 9 to 12.
St. Mary’s is a Pre-Kindergarten to Grade 8 Catholic School with an enrollment
of 142 students; Cornerstone Christian School offers Pre-Kindergarten to
Grade 12; Sacred Heart is a Pre-K to 8 School; and, the International Bible
College is a Church of God training facility.

Objectives
 To ensure programs and services are readily available to meet the
needs of people of all ages and backgrounds in South Hill.
 To focus on inclusionary programs, services, amenities and initiatives
that embraces the diversity of the neighbourhood.
 To ensure South Hill remains safe and accessible for all residents and
visitors.
 To expand on community gardening and similar community-based
initiatives such as the Yara Gardens.
 To promote the many passive and active recreational activities and
programs in South Hill.
 To encourage the development and enjoyment of outdoor activities
for all seasons.
 To promote Plaxton’s Lake as a recreational amenity.
 To provide regular communication to community members and
tourists about amenities and services available.

Recreational amenities include Pla-Mor Palace Skating Rink, outdoor skating
rink, soccer fields, ball diamonds, a number of parks, community gardens, and
all the amenities in the Wakamow Valley. These amenities are considered an
asset and the community wants to ensure they remain in the neighbourhood
into the future. Appendix C1 includes a reference map that outlines the
number of recreation and open spaces that are available in South Hill.
The Yara Gardens is Moose Jaw’s first community garden project that was
established in 2006. These gardens provide the opportunity for people of any
background and age to rent a plot of land and grow their own pesticide-free,
nutritious food. Many organizations across the city, including clubs, schools
and daycares utilize the gardens as a “living classroom” that teaches the
importance of nutrition and locally-grown food. Community members have
indicated these gardens play an important role for the community and
contribute to South Hill’s identity.
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.9 The City of Moose Jaw should consider Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design principles (CPTED) in the review process for
rezoning and development applications and in the layout and
implementation of green space, indoor and outdoor parks, gathering
spaces both formal and informal, and public areas.

Neighbourhood Amenities and Services Policies
.1 Current South Hill amenities should be maintained and promoted while
encouraging new venues that expand the diversity of community
amenities.
.2 The City should encourage similar characteristics in new neighbourhood
amenities to enhance the social environment and networking
opportunities within and amongst neighbourhoods.

Recreation Policies
.10 The City should ensure recreational amenities; green space and
programming are safe and accessible.

.3 South Hill neighbourhood amenities including community, recreational,
institutional, health care should be promoted through local media,
advertising, newspaper, web-based, social media, and other
opportunities.

.11 The City should continue to assess the viability of the various recreational
amenities and services in South Hill. An inventory of South Hill
recreational amenities and park space should be undertaken and updated
regularly with a maintenance schedule.

.4 Locally grown food is encouraged in South Hill. The Yara Gardens should
continue to be supported and improved, where feasible.

.12 A balance of indoor and outdoor experiences should be provided to
ensure recreational facilities receive optimum usage and can be used by
all residents in the district for year-round recreational pursuits.

.5 Development and expansion of other community gardens may be
explored provided the land it is occupying does not take away from other
development opportunities (i.e. housing, institutional, commercial, etc.).

.13 Current recreational amenities should be promoted and maintained.
When feasible and there is an opportunity to expand and diversify
recreational amenities the City should consider it.

.6 The City and other relevant
community organizations and
agencies should develop
promotional materials to share
with community members and
tourists what South Hill has to
offer.

.14 The City may work with public organizations and private sector developers
to encourage and facilitate the development of new, or the upgrading of
existing recreational and/or community facilities and programming in
South Hill.
.15 There may be the opportunity for an integrated recreational community
centre with joint-use facilities included. The City may explore this when
the demand and resources warrant it.

.7 Neighbourhood amenities
should be accommodated for
all ages. Pla-Mor Palace should Guthridge Field looking east
be promoted as a facility integral to community events for South Hill and
Moose Jaw as a whole.

.16 The City and other relevant community organizations and agencies should
actively engage youth through the promotion of volunteer opportunities.
Other means of engaging youth to gather a further understand of their
needs shall be supported.

.8 Small-scale gathering spaces for seniors in South Hill and Moose Jaw as a
whole should be promoted. The development of new spaces should be
explored when demand and resources warrant it.
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.17 Plaxton’s Lake is a valuable amenity near the neighbourhood and should
be promoted for recreational uses. Potential trail developments and
linkages should be identified that connect the Lake and South Hill.

.23 Policies and programs should contribute positively to the community’s
social, health, and well-being to assist community members to overcome
obstacles related to safety in the built environment.

Social Development and Inclusion Programming Policies

.24 South Hill should foster appreciation and respect for all residents,
regardless of income, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, age, ability or
mode of transportation.

.18 The City should ensure that developments in South Hill are safe,
accessible and are conducive to social interaction by encouraging barrierfree access and place-specific design.

.25 The City of Moose Jaw in accordance with other stakeholders may assist
new residents to find services and resources needed to feel at home in
the neighbourhood.

.19 The City shoulf strive to enhance the physical, social and cultural wellbeing of residents through
support for the arts, culture,
recreation, library, fire, police,
education, social programs and
health services to meet present
and future needs.

.26 The City should advocate for the integration of planning and provision of
services, programs, and facilities on a cooperative basis, involving
appropriate agencies, groups and individuals to achieve accessible,
appropriate, and flexible service provision for all residents irrespective of
their physical, economic, social or cultural characteristics.

.20 South Hill is supportive of the
educational facilities and
programs in the neighbourhood.
It is also important to the
community to ensure inclusion of
all cultures. The City should
advocate for inclusionary
programs in the school systems.
.21 To ensure the safety of students
on school grounds or in the
vicinity, a walking and bus
program should be explored.

.27 The City and other relevant community organizations and agencies should
encourage and assist senior levels of government to coordinate and
collaborate with local groups and agencies in the areas of social service,
planning, programming and funding.
.28 The City and other relevant community organizations and agencies should
create a neighbourhood watch program to increase safety measures in
the community.
Community Gardens Site Home Street West

.22 The City and other relevant organizations and agencies shoulf explore a
“Planning for Youth” initiative for youth to get involved in civic matter.
This may include representation on committees, and additional models
that seek to gather input and foster participation and advocacy from
youth.
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4.5

Suggested Neighbourhood Amenities, Recreation, and
Programming Implementation Strategies

Environment and Open Space

Natural systems provide valuable functions and contribute to a healthy
environment for people. Within South Hill, the natural setting, parks and
other open spaces provide residents and visitors a quality-of-life this includes
recreational opportunities, social interactions and overall an enjoyment of the
spaces available. These spaces become very important in the viability and
sustainability of South Hill.

 Develop a neighbourhood inventory of existing neighborhood
amenities, recreational facilities and programs with potential to
identify any gaps.
 Promote community gathering spaces for seniors, with potential to
identify a location for a permanent senior’s drop-in centre, or similar
gathering place e.g. on 4th Avenue or Lillooet Street.
 Identify neighbourhood spaces for youth to gather outside of school
and programed activities e.g. youth centre, skateboard park.
o Build relationships with local schools to engage youth in
community gardening initiatives.
 Actively promote integral community centres such as Pla-Mor Palace
for the purpose of community events and investigate options for an
integrated community recreational centre.
 Regular communicate with the South Hill Senior Association, the
City, and other groups to give direction on amenities.
 Community Association to continue the social media presence, with
potential for a specific “South Hill” page on the City website to
include amenities such as restaurants, day cares, services.
 Work with Community Gardens to maintain and expand the gardens.
 Create an accessibility and inclusionary strategy for South Hill to be
utilized by the City, Community Association and other communitybased organizations.
 Continue to explore partnerships and options around social
enterprises e.g. Community gardens, farmers’ markets, live-work
units, life skills training.
 Developing a partnership with the school division, specifically
Riverview for inclusion of Aboriginal and immigrant populations.
 Continue working partnerships with faith-based institutions for the
use of community culture space.
 Explore a walking bus program for kids to walk to and from school.

There are a number of and green spaces within South Hill. Whether there is
preference for passive or active recreation, there is something for everyone.
The South Hill Community Association plays a very active role on ensuring
there are many recreational and community activities for residents and
visitors.
Moose Jaw overall has a network of trails that connect throughout the city.
Specifically within South Hill, there is the Rotary Trail that circles the entire
city (15.3 km). There is also the South Hill Access Trail to the Rotary Trail,
which is 6.6 km long. To the south is Wakamow Valley which is linked to the
Trans Canada trail, this stretch of trail is 8.2 km long. Appendix C9 shows a
map that outlined the Moose Jaw trail network map.
The use of these recreational and open spaces has been identified as integral
to community members of South Hill and the wider city of Moose Jaw. The
amenities add a great value to the quality of life to the residents, and being so
close to Wakamow Valley has been a great opportunity for the neighborhood.
Moving forward, there are many ways that the community can build on
initiatives and amenities available for the use of community members.
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.4 Buffer strips should be maintained adjacent to watercourses and water
bodies to allow for protection measures against erosion, sediment
control, flood hazards and areas of industrial or oil related activities and
storage. Wetlands should be preserved for the benefit they serve as
catchment basins for drainage.

Objectives
 To acknowledge and protect natural environmental features and
systems within South Hill.
 To work with Water Security Agency and other stakeholders in areas
that are environmentally sensitive and flood prone.
 To extend the responsibility for sound environmental management to
property owners and developers.
 To ensure mitigation is the first measure around potential flood,
drought and natural disaster.
 To minimize and explore options to lessen noise, air, and light
pollution within South Hill.
 To maintain and expand on community green spaces for a variety of
uses and activities.
 To add to our neighbourhood tree stock and other natural planting.

.5 Development should avoid any alteration to drainage, landscape or other
natural conditions and shall be required to mitigate on and off-site
impacts. Detailed analysis by a qualified Engineer should include studies
for water quantity and quality, septic services, shoreline erosion and any
works required to support the proposed development.

Open Space Policies
.6 In the development of South
Hill, effort should be made to
ensure that sufficient lands
are provided in appropriate
locations for parks,
institutional uses, and other
facilities to meet the
neighbourhood and
community needs.

Environment and Ecological Sensitivities Policies
.1 Future development should
integrate the natural
surroundings and
complement the surrounding
community design,
landscape and vegetation.

Rink on Grandview and Skipton

.7 The City should conserve an
integrated and linked system of parks, green space and recreational
facilities to meet the recreational needs of a growing neighbourhood.

.2 Natural and sensitive
environmental areas should
be identified (see reference
map in appendix “C”) and
Green Space near Plaxton's Lake
protected where human
activities may create potential to stress the environment. Development of
new buildings and facilities in the flood way of the 1:500 year flood
elevations of any watercourse or water body shall require flood-proofing
to an elevation of 0.5 metres above the 1:500 year flood.

.8 A program or initiative to plant and re-plant trees and other native
vegetation and plants within South Hill should be implemented to ensure
the healthy tree stock remains.
.9 Natural areas and park space should be maintained, to the greatest extent
possible, as an environmental and educational resource to facilitate
understanding and appreciation of the natural environment.
.10 The City should work with and coordinate the initiatives of developers and
other agencies to enhance the parks and open space network in South Hill
including municipal reserve land, nature reserves, and environmentally
sensitive areas.

.3 The Saskatchewan Water Security Agency (WSA) or other appropriate
government or private sector consultants will be utilized as a source of
technical advice regarding flood levels and flood proofing techniques.
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.11 Public, Municipal, and Environmental Reserves may be used for active and
passive recreation, the development of continuous pedestrian linkages or
for natural drainage courses, storm or run-off water retention, or other
similar use.

Empire School is a two and half storey buff brick clad school that was built in
1910.
Hobo jungle includes several hectares of wetland and forest in the Wakamow
Valley. This land includes Moose Jaw River to the south, Canadian National
Rail Bridge to the west and the Canadian Pacific Railway mainline on the north
side. The historic significance of Hobo Jungle is its association with social and
economic struggles of migrant workers and unemployed transients of the
1920s and 1930s.

.12 The City should encourage incorporating environmentally sensitive areas
and manmade surface drainage facilities such as existing drainage
channels, into the park and green space system.

Suggested Environment and Open Space Implementation
Strategies

The Moose Jaw Aquatic Club is
located on Home Street East
overlooking Wakamow Valley. It is a
one-storey shingle clad building that
was completed in 1913. The Aquatic
Club was a foundation to the
development of recreational and
social activities in Moose Jaw.

 Review park and green spaces to ensure current uses and activities fit
needs of community.
 View the Wild Animal Park as an asset and find ways to revitalize the
park, including the bridge restoration and the former RV Park; and
consider the area around as a recreational and cultural space.
 Connect pathways and improve access to trails, including trails west
to 20th Avenue, and informal paths around Westheath. Create a
promotion strategy for all trail use.
 Develop a comprehensive community tree planting program for South
Hill. Including a potential partnership with Wakamow Valley Authority
to plant trees in identified areas.
 Pursue education to raise awareness of river quality preservation.
 Identify locations for a pocket park to be utilized by community
members and visitors.


4.6

Ukrainian Catholic Church 5th Avenue SW
The Moose Jaw Brewing and Malting
Company is located on Home Street West and is a brick and stone-clad
industrial complex that opened in 1909. It is a series of buildings varying from
one to four stories. The Brewing and Malting Company is a snap shot in time
when it was re-opened in 1925 and reflects the changing Provincial liquor
policies.

The Wellington White House is a two and half storey brick-clad home that was
completed in 1908. It is located on Aldersgate Street East on the edge of the
Wakamow Valley. The historical significance is related to an early
businessman named Wellington White of whom owned a brickyard which
helped to further Moose Jaw’s development. The White House is now the
Wakamow Heights Bed and Breakfast.

Neighbourhood Culture and Heritage

South Hill is one of the older neighbourhoods in Moose Jaw and there is a rich
history with many heritage and cultural resources that exist. Some of the
historical resources that are non-designated (municipally, provincially,
federally, or other jurisdictions) include Empire School, Hobo Jungle, Moose
Jaw Aquatic Club, Moose Jaw Brewing and Malting Company Building,
Thunderbird (4th Avenue) Bridge, and the Wellington White House.

The Thunderbird Viaduct was completed in 1929 and now known as the 4th
Avenue Bridge. It is made of concrete and steel and extends over 340 metres
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across the Canadian Pacific Railway yards and Thunder Creek. It has unique
architectural characteristics and colouring. This bridge connects the north and
south neighbourhoods.

incompatible land uses which may threaten their integrity or operation.
The protection of these resources from incompatible development will be
regulated by the Zoning Bylaw.
.3 The City should work with business owners and other stakeholders to
designate significant historic sites and architectural features in accordance
with The Heritage Property Act.

Reference Map C4, found in Appendix “C” identifies heritage buildings and
sites found in South Hill.
The rich heritage resources and cultural diversity is something to be
celebrated. The community wants to share their history and embrace
different cultures and experiences through events and initiatives.

.4 Recognition, through signage or place naming, should be encouraged
throughout South Hill to honour significant citizen and corporate
contributions. Agricultural and industrial heritage may be highlighted
through the naming or sponsorship of public amenities and spaces.

Objectives

.5 The City should encourage opportunities for the reuse, rehabilitation,
preservation, or restoration of historic buildings in South Hill.

 To preserve, conserve, and interpret our built and natural heritage.
 To promote South Hill as a hub of activity for community and
cultural events.
 To provide opportunities for people to share their cultural
backgrounds and experiences to strengthen and honour intercultural relationships.
 To consider potential options for the development of an
interpretive centre to share the history of South Hill.
 To acknowledge and celebrate the heritage and cultural
significance of major landmarks including the 4th Avenue Bridge.

.6 The history of South Hill is important to its development and presence
today. Opportunities to develop an interpretive centre to share the
historic story may be explored.
.7 Arts and cultural events and activities should be encouraged throughout
the year, during all seasons and be accessible to all.
.8 The City of Moose Jaw in collaboration with the Community Association
and other stakeholders should create, promote, and market the arts and
cultural events, programming and initiatives to local and district
community members as an invitation to participate.

Heritage and Cultural Policies

.9 The 4th Avenue Bridge should be celebrated in the community for the
heritage and cultural significance it plays in the neighbourhood and for
connecting the north and south parts of the City together.

.1 The City should work with
community stakeholders to
identify and continually assess
the significance of historic and
cultural sites and special areas
within South Hill.
.2 Heritage and cultural resources
should be protected from
incompatible or potentially

.10 New cultures and backgrounds are welcome to South Hill. Methods to
attract and integrate new members may be pursued.
.11 South Hill should continue to provide the opportunity for places and
programming for positive public interaction between people of various
ethnic backgrounds, religions, and lifestyles.

Wakamow Entrance
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.12 South Hill should celebrate cultural diversity through promoting various
backgrounds and cultures. There is an opportunity to market South Hill as
a cultural hub.

Historically, the river and rail line attracted industrial development and
contributed to the neighbourhood’s growth.
Neighbourhood commercial services are offered and provide residents with
the ability to pick up necessities including groceries, baking, pharmaceutical
needs, and banking to list a few.

Suggested Neighbourhood Heritage and Culture
Implementation Strategies
 Identify and document key historical and cultural resources that are
significant to South Hill for the purposes of telling the story and
heritage of South Hill.
 Work with various committees and organizations to develop
community events and initiatives.
 Develop and market South Hill as a cultural hub in the City of Moose
Jaw.
 Draft a statement of historical significance for the 4th Avenue Bridge
for designation and preservation.
 Recognize the Ukrainian Cultural facilities within the park.
 Keep the historical name of the 4th Avenue Bridge as the Thunderbird
Viaduct.
 Create a living history initiative that will showcase the strong history
and culture of South Hill.

4.7

Recently, the South Hill Community Association has implemented a banner
program as part of a
beautification and identity
strategy. These banners
contribute to the branding and
promotion of South Hill; they
are located on the main
entrances to South Hill. The
Association, together with the
wider community, would like to
see a continuation and expansion of this strategy.
South Hillers would like to see the commercial sector expand, making it a wellknown place to visit and shop. There is also opportunity to explore mixed-use
developments along the main corridors in South Hill. Mixed-uses would
incorporate residential and commercial activity. There is also opportunity to
integrate commercial and light industrial activities in the neighborhood, such
as the Viterra elevators. Mixed use development encourages land use
compatibility in areas that exhibit unique features, such as transitional areas,
or industrial areas near residential and community service land uses. The
existing industrial park north of Lillooet Street by the rail lines is also viewed
as important to South Hill and the wider city.

Neighbourhood Economic Development (NED)

Economic development within the City of Moose Jaw continues to grow
through industrial and natural resource development. Recent initiatives
include the Moose Jaw – Regina Industrial Corridor, potash exploration, strong
agricultural sector, being connected globally through transportation and
shipping goods, high quality and expanding health care system, and incentives
for residential, commercial and industrial development. The growth and
development has significant impacts on South Hill and the neighbourhood’s
own economic viability.
Specifically, South Hill is a unique neighbourhood that has a number of land
uses coinciding with one another – residential, commercial and industrial.
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a. As a retail and service area
for local residents and
visitors;
b. As an educational centre;
c. As a hub for health and
medical services;
d. As a cultural corridor;
e. As a centre for city-wide,
regional, and provincial
recreational and cultural
4th Ave Business Strip with Mural
activities including special
events, conventions and tourism activities;

Objectives








To support and attract locally owned businesses and shoppers to
maintain the character of the neighbourhood.
To create a warm sense of place and welcoming entrance to the
commercial area of South Hill.
To promote mixed use development including residential,
commercial, and light industrial in compatible areas.
To encourage home-based businesses in the neighbourhood.
To facilitate industrial development that has the potential to
create land use conflicts to appropriate land locations.
To develop resources with information about South Hill,
Wakamow Valley and area for residents and visitors.
To market South Hill as a cultural hub welcoming of new
residents.

.5 The South Hill Community Association, in partnership with the City, should
continue with initiatives on a South Hill branding campaign. This includes
signage already implemented and other initiatives that may include a
welcoming gateway in to the commercial area, and other design elements
to promote the neighbourhood.
.6 The City and other relevant community organizations and agencies should
utilize the experience and skillsets of the current retail and service sectors
to identify development opportunities that will expand the services
offered and strengthen South Hill’s position as a retail destination area.
This may include the creation of a South Hill Community Improvement
District.

General Policies
.1 Neighbourhood commercial
activities that maintain the
character of South Hill such as
locally owned boutiques and
shops should be encouraged.

.7 Home-based businesses contribute to the economic viability of the
neighbourhood commercial areas and should continue to be encouraged.
Home-based businesses are subject to the requirements in the Zoning
Bylaw.

.2 Areas including the Lillooet Street
and 4th Avenue SW, and Lillooet
Street and 9th Avenue SW
Local Convenience Store on Coteau Street
intersections should be viewed as
primary, or anchor, points for retail activity.

Mixed-Use Development Policies
.8 Mixed use developments that include commercial and residential should
be supported in South Hill. Mixed use developments should be
complementary to the surrounding land uses.

.3 In order to promote and encourage locally grown and sold products, the
City and other relevant stakeholders should identify a suitable location for
the creation a neighbourhood farmer’s market.
.4 The City should pursue initiatives that strengthen South Hill’s
neighbourhood status:
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.9 The Suggested Changes to the City of Moose Jaw Future Land Use Maps in
Appendix “A” outlines potential areas for mixed-use development. Areas
including Main Street SW corridor and west of 9th Avenue SW are
encouraged as primary areas for mixed-use development.

.13 Residential buildings or residential uses within mixed-use buildings should
be sited and orientated to overlook public streets, parks, and walkways
while ensuring the security and privacy of its residents.

Commercial and Light Industrial Policies
.10 Mixed-use areas should be
regulated as to their site area,
location, and distribution based on
the following principles:
a. Mixed-use areas should be
located where residential and
commercial uses co-exist with
the same geographic boundary
or where it is desirable to
establish a new area with a mix
Neighbourhood Commercial on Lilloeet
of residential and commercial
Street West
or light industrial uses;
b. Where extra attention is required to ensure a compatible transition
between residential and commercial land uses;
c. That diverse employment opportunities be provided near residential
areas to reduce travel time to work and infrastructure costs;
d. Mixed-use areas should assist to preserve the character and purpose
of adjacent residential and commercial areas; and,
e. Mixed-use areas should not generate excess nuisance conditions such
as electrical interference, vibration, odour, air pollution, noise
pollution, truck traffic, or other elements normally considered
incompatible with residential development.

.14 The City and other
stakeholders should continue
to support current
commercial and industrial
developments that exist in the
neighbourhood.
.15 Light industrial uses should be
encouraged in compatible
areas to encourage use of
local labour, intensified use of
Lillooet Industrial looking east from 7th Ave SW
existing infrastructure and
economic development. New light industrial developments shall have
consideration for:
a. The amount of industrial land that is currently available to
accommodate the proposed use;
b. The compatibility of the proposal with surrounding land uses;
c. The potential for negative externalities such as pollution, productship,
chemical storage, and hours of operation associated with the
proposed manufacturing process;
d. The effects of the proposal on the existing storm and sanitary
servicing; and,
e. The overall scale and quality of the site and building in design.

.11 The Zoning Bylaw should set development standards for Mixed Use areas
to provide for building setbacks, signage, landscaping, and other relevant
matters intended to minimize incompatibilities and enhance the
environment of the area.

.16 Visual appearance standards should be encouraged to include landscaping
of commercial and industrial developments.
.17 Infilling of vacant industrial land should be encouraged before expanding
on other lands for these types of uses.

.12 Publically orientated, active uses should be encouraged to be located at
grade and at the sidewalk edge. Commercial retail activity should be
encouraged on the ground floor, with office or residential uses located
above.

.18 Commercial and industrial development should be directed to lands
readily accessible to existing transportation infrastructure to provide for
efficient transportation and shipping operations.
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Heavy (Hazardous) Industrial Policies

4.8

.19 Care should be taken in situating industrial uses that normally create
significant land use conflicts with regard to noise, vibration, smoke, dust,
odor, or potential environment contamination. Such uses should be
encouraged to locate in the existing industrial park, north of Lillooet and
west of 6th Avenue Southwest.

Green Municipal Services and Infrastructure

Being one of Moose Jaw’s oldest communities, South Hill also has aging
infrastructure that has been identified as needing to be addressed. A
significant piece of infrastructure that is cherished by the community is the 4th
Avenue Bridge. It is a historical resource and is one of the main connectors of
South Hill to north Moose Jaw.

.20 Hazardous industries should be required to locate in, or adjacent to, areas
of concentrated use. Hazardous industries must be approved by
applicable Provincial and Federal environmental agencies and should
provide clear evidence of compliance with The Saskatchewan Fire Code;
Environmental and Protection Act; Dangerous Goods Transportation Act;
Fire Prevention Act; National Building Code; and other applicable codes
and standards.

Over time, South Hill residents hope the infrastructure can get the attention
and maintenance that is needed. South Hill residents also wish to explore
options such as alternative sources of energy and technologies including solar,
wind and geothermal in Moose Jaw’s infrastructure systems.

Suggested Neighbourhood Economic Development
Implementation Strategies

Objectives
 To ensure that South Hill’s infrastructure and public works are
accessible, safe, and equal to that of other neighbourhoods in Moose
Jaw.
 To expand and create more signage for community amenities and
services in South Hill.
 To restore and revitalize the 4th Avenue Bridge.
 To have innovative and trendy public places that can be used and
enjoyed for locals and visitors alike.
 To embrace green energy opportunities for South Hill.
 To improve the water quality and watershed of the water systems.
 To upgrade infrastructure to have capacity to support housing density.

 Start initial steps towards the creation of a South Hill Community
Improvement District.
 South Hill businesses, Community Association, and City work together
to continue marketing and branding initiatives including the signage to
promote Neighbourhood Economic Development e.g. a South Hill
Community Improvement District.
 Undertake a local business inventory to identify future commercial and
mixed development opportunities.
 Explore opportunities for the development of an incubator mall or
market garden.
 Continue to promote 4th & Lillooet Street as the commercial hub that
includes cafes, small-scale retail stores and other commercial and
community activities.
 Explore the viability of a regular South Hill Farmers Market. There may
be potential for near Home Street by community gardens.
 Provide incentives for more artisan, market garden, craft mall, and
specialty shops in the commercial areas.
 Locate possible areas for a business incubator.

Policies
.1 Maintenance and enhancement of South Hill’s current infrastructure
systems should be made a priority in a capital asset management plan for
the City. Repairs and upgrades to infrastructure should be equally
prioritized for all neighbourhoods in Moose Jaw.
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.2 The use of existing municipal
infrastructure should be optimized
wherever feasible before
consideration is given to
developing new infrastructure and
public service facilities.
.3 Infrastructure and public service
facilities should be provided in a
coordinated, efficient, and costeffective manner to accommodate
projected needs by integrating
servicing and land use
considerations at all stages of the
planning process.
.4 Expansion of infrastructure
systems to increase residential
density in the neighbourhood
should be considered at the time
new developments are proposed.

.10 The City should encourage
alternative and eco-friendly
technologies such as solar and
others that may be identified in
development of infrastructure
systems in South Hill.
.11 Waste reduction and recycling
should be supported in South
Smith Park looking west from 12th Ave SW
Hill. Identify areas for recycling
stations or a recycling program should be pursued.

4th Avenue Bridge

Implementation Green Municipal Services and Infrastructure
Strategies
 Create a local maintenance program for South Hill that prioritizes
repairs and upgrades of current infrastructure e.g. Bridges, roads,
water, and sewer lines.
 Identify areas to upgrade public spaces e.g. Sidewalks, boulevards,
courtyards, street furniture - benches and planters.
 Explore alternative energy and other energy efficient ventures e.g.
solar, geo-thermal.
 Ensure the safety of pedestrian routes e.g. Lillooet, 9th to 4th Avenue.
 Continue to encourage local recycling initiatives with potential to
expand when needed.
 Work with the Rotary Club of Moose Jaw and other relevant
organizations and individuals to expand trails.
 Create more controlled crosswalks/lights and lower speed limits to
ensure safety of citizens.

New Development - looking west Bradley
Street

.5 The development of engineering design standards should be considered
to reflect the goals and objectives of this LAP for the construction of
buildings and infrastructure in South Hill and wider City of Moose Jaw.
.6 The City should continue to work with and coordinate the design and
construction of public utilities, with SaskEnergy/TransGas, SaskPower,
SaskTel, Access Communications, Shaw Cable, and Canada Post.

.7 An inventory of proposed infrastructure upgrades should be undertaken
to identify suitable areas to develop public spaces, develop sidewalks and
increase safety.
.8 The City should undertake a study to determine the costs associated with
repairing and revitalizing the 4th Avenue Bridge.
.9 A South Hill community sign campaign and initiative may be continued to
promote current community amenities and services.
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4.9

Traffic, Transportation and Parking

South Hill is connected by a
paved road network system,
bridges, rail, Provincial
highways, and public transit
which link the neighbourhood
to the rest of the City. There are
sidewalks and a number of trails
for walking and biking.

Objectives

Figure 3 locally identified infrastructure issues

 To create the safest, most walkable and accessible neighbourhood in
Moose Jaw.
 To model a well-connected neighbourhood transportation network in
Moose Jaw through an interface of walkability, accessibility,
driveability, bike-ability, rail, and public transit.
 To be innovative in the way that parking is addressed.
 To consider alleyway developments for pedestrian & bike use.
 To create trail routes that safely leads to the business centre.

During the community
engagement sessions,
community members have
indicated some areas of
concern regarding traffic and
transportation. During peak
hours of the day, there is traffic
congestion in the
neighbourhood on key road
networks; this presents some
issues for pedestrians, bikers
and vehicles. The community
Missing Sidewalk on 5th
would like to see more safety
Street SW
and traffic calming measures implemented to avoid potential emergency
situations (see Figure 4). They would also like to give people the ability to
walk and use other modes of transportation throughout the neighbourhood
by adding well-connected trail systems.

Policies
.1 Green linkages, parks and multi-modal paths should be encouraged
throughout the neighbourhood. An opportunity exists to identify
alleyways for pedestrian and bike use.
.2 The development of
sidewalks and crosswalks
should be constructed for
varying levels of physical
accessibility and
transportation methods
throughout the community
including barrier-free
ramps, auditory traffic
signals and opportunities
for cyclists, pedestrians and
scooters to share
pathways.

Throughout the process, a few design considerations have been created,
utilizing the concept of “lighter, quicker, and cheaper.” This is the notion of
creating ‘quick’ fixes to achieve placemaking and pedestrian safety in a
temporary manner, then move towards permanent fixtures. A brief write up
can be found in Appendix “D” of this report.

Rumble Strips - Riverview School

.3 The City should continue to budget for roadway improvement in annual
and long-range budgets for South Hill and plan roadways to ensure
construction is completed in such a way as to provide adequate service in
a costs effective manner. Some identified areas include 4th Avenue and
Lillooet, Home Street and Main Street, Coteau Street, and near the
schools.
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.4 Traffic calming measures that
increase the safety of the
neighbourhood should be
implemented. Measures may include
appropriately-sized and scaled speed
bumps, rumble strips, traffic signage,
and signal crossings for pedestrians.

Suggested Traffic, Transportation and Parking Implementation
Strategies
 The City and Community Association continue to research best
practices for calming traffic - these may include speed bumps, rumble
strips, traffic signage, and signed crossings for pedestrians at high-risk
intersections.
 Create local public transit tools to encourage increased ridership by
community residents and people working in the area. This includes
initiatives such as schedule times posted at bus stops, and bus routes
to Wakamow Valley.
 The City to communicate with business owners and other stakeholders
on the possibility of shared parking lots.
 Develop a plan to identify routes for alternative modes of
transportation including walkways and paths for pedestrian and
cyclists. Specifics include the linking of walking trails from Plaxton’s
Lake to Connor’s Park.
 Undertake an inventory of sidewalks in South Hill with the intention of
improving walkability e.g. sidewalk expansion on Lillooet Street, east of
9th to the central business area, and 900 block of Coteau Street.
 Actively find ways to streamline traffic patterns at Coteau & 12th
Avenue SW.
 Continue to work with City departments to identify roadway and
intersections that require improvements to increase safety e.g. 4th
Avenue and Lillooet; Home Street and Main Street; Coteau Street and
12th Avenue; Coteau Street and 9th Avenue; and near the schools.
 Explore potential partnerships or other funding opportunities to
maintain the longevity of the bridges.

.5 Street classification of local, collector
and arterial streets should be
identified in order to promote
orderly and efficient street systems.
Control of access points and/or
provision of service roads may be
required in some instances.
Looking West along Thunder Creek from

.6 Intensive developments (those with
45th Ave Bridge
potential to increase traffic flows,
etc.) should provide safe access and egress from adjacent roadways
without disrupting traffic flow. This may achieved by locating on service
roads where possible. Direct access and egress from highways or other
major arterial roads should be discouraged.

.7 Innovative ways of streamlining traffic patterns during peak hours such as
on Coteau and 12th Avenue South West should be explored.
.8 The bridges connect the North and South parts of Moose Jaw and are
important to South Hillers. Maintenance and enhancement of the bridges
should be supported.
.9 Public transit should be supported in South Hill. Improvements to increase
the ridership may include upgraded bus signs with scheduled times,
promotion materials, and incentive programs. Extension of public transit
should also be encouraged.
.10 The City may consider innovative options for parking, such as shared
parking lots between businesses, in South Hill that does not impact the
safety and connectivity of transportation networks.
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Section 5: Special Planning Considerations
The neighbourhood of South Hill is located to neighbours with other unique
planning attributes, particularly the Valley that is located directly south of the
community. The purpose of this section is to recognize the neighbours to
South Hill and outline policy considerations moving forward.

5.1

.3 In consultation with the
Wakamow Valley Authority, the
City and other stakeholders may
initiate an educational program
regarding the importance of the
Valley and environmental
stewardship.

Our Valley Connections

The Wakamow Valley is a significant resource to South Hill. Not only does it
provide recreational services, it is also a place for people to gather and
appreciate the natural setting and beauty. Residents and stakeholders have
recognized the importance and future sustainability of the Valley. Community
members want to ensure it is protected for future generations.

.4 In consultation with the
Wakamow Valley Authority, the
City may promote the valley as a
tourism destination, eco-sensitive
and cultural community corridor.

.5 In any future development of the Valley, stakeholder and community
engagement should be a component including reaching out to
neighbouring municipalities and First Nations communities.

Objectives





Looking East on Vaughan Street

To recognize the historic and everyday value of Wakamow and the
wider valley as a local amenity of South Hill that includes the
conservation of its natural landscape and wildlife.
To encourage a better understanding about the importance of our
valley.
To ensure Wakamow and the wider valley is utilized as a multiseasonal area for South Hillers and others.

.6 Options for the revitalization or re-development of the Wild Animal Park
may be pursued in consultation with the Wakamow Valley Authority.
There should be an opportunity for community input on the future use.

Implementation Strategies
 Work with Wakamow Valley Authority and others to promote the
valley as an eco-tourism destination, eco-sensitive and cultural
community corridor e.g. new programs and services such as eco-tours
that are guided and self-guided.
 Expand linkages between the valley and other areas of the City
including the TransCanada Trail.
 Collaborate with neighbouring municipalities and First Nations on
future park development in the valley.

Policies
.1 South Hill and the City should continue to collaborate with the Wakamow
Valley Authority to promote the valley and the community and
recreational amenities offered.
.2 The City, through this LAP, should ensure that land use development and
activities adjacent to the valley, open space, and recreational lands are
compatible and will not limit or reduce the enjoyment of these lands for
recreation or experience purposes.
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5.2

.5 The community of South Hill in collaboration with local and provincial
governments and other stakeholders should discuss and identify potential
uses for the former Valley View site.

Being Neighbourly

South Hill has a number of neighbours that surround them. To the east is a
portion of Wakamow Valley and industrial area; to the south is Wakamow
Valley and the 15 Wing Air Base; to west is the neighbourhood of Westheath;
and to the north is the northern City of Moose Jaw neighbourhoods. South Hill
wants to ensure they are positive neighbours and want to engage and
participate in planning, development and expansion in the wider city and rural
areas.

Implementation Strategies
 As a neighbour to the Valley View site, work together with the
Province, the City of Moose Jaw, and others to discuss potential uses
for the Valley View site.
 Collaborate and discuss future land use development and potential
opportunities with the 15 Wing Air Base.
 A Downtown/Central Business District LAP may be the first
consideration for a LAP.

Objectives





To be a model neighbourhood for other surrounding communities
and neighbourhoods in Moose Jaw including Westheath, the
Wakamow Valley, 15 Wing Air Base and RM of Moose Jaw.
To coordinate planning and development that has shared benefits
with neighbouring areas
To ensure public consultation in future growth.

Policies
.1 The City should explore the viability of a local area planning process for
other areas of Moose Jaw that will be complementary to the overall OCP.
.2 The City should continue to work in partnership with other
neighbourhoods and agencies as a means of providing and funding
community services effectively and efficiently.
.3 South Hill should continue to be a good neighbour and participate in
discussions regarding future development, events and initiatives with
other neighbourhoods, the Wakamow Valley, Valley View, 15 Wing Air
Base, the City as a whole and the RM of Moose Jaw.
.4 Community members should have the opportunity to participate in future
growth and development in the City to ensure their vision, goals and
concerns are considered.
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Section 6: Administrative Tools
6.1



Action Planning

Successful implementation of this LAP depends to a large degree on whether
its policies can guide local development and action in a variety of contexts
over the next twenty five years. This section contains policies to ensure that
planning is sensitive to local conditions in specific locations of South Hill, while
at the same time advancing the LAP’s core principles and building on its broad
objectives.

The Future is a Shared Responsibility
Communities are successful when all sectors co-operate with their time, effort
and resources to enhance the quality of life in the greater community or
district. The City of Moose Jaw can lead by example with engaged and
informed residents to successfully guide the future, measured by the
accomplishments made in environmental stewardship, economic
development, community service provision, population growth, social
planning, and the overall lifestyle available in the City.

To achieve the goals set out in this LAP, a clear plan of action or
implementation strategy is required. Action Plans for the City of Moose Jaw
with a specific South Hill context, have been included in Appendix “C” to
provide a checklist of the key action items that will need to be completed to
help the City achieve its goals outlined in the LAP. Each action item relates to
policy statements included in the LAP and may require an Implementation
Committee to be established to prioritize the action items. The action items
should be reviewed regularly to monitor progress and to determine if changes
are required.

6.2

This section outlines the variety of traditional tools the City and
neighbourhood of South Hill has available to make things happen. The
Planning and Development Act, 2007 provides the authority that governs
plans of subdivision, zoning bylaw, servicing agreements, development levies
and review processes to ensure that the LAP is effective over the long term.

As a document for guiding development and land use in the City, the LAP gives
direction to Council on their day-do-day decision making. The LAP’s land use
policy areas illustrated in the Future Land Use Map in “Appendix A” provide
geographic references for the City’s policies. If the City is to move closer to the
future envisioned by the LAP, the LAP should guide other related decisions of
Council, including:
City bylaws and public works will conform to this LAP as part of the larger
Official Community Plan framework;



The decisions and actions of Council and City Administration including
public investment in services, service delivery and infrastructure; and

Implementation and Monitoring

Planning Tools

The LAP Guides Action



Implementation plans, strategies and guidelines, consistent with this LAP
may be adopted, identifying priorities, detailed strategies, guidelines, and
actions to advance the vision, goals and objectives of this LAP.

Adoption of the Local Area Plan
Adoption of this Local Area Plan will be as a standalone document, being
complementary to the City of Moose Jaw Official Community Plan Bylaw No.
5345.
By setting out goals, objectives, and policies, the LAP will provide guidance for
the City in making decisions regarding land use, zoning, servicing extension,
subdivisions and development in South Hill. These decisions should be made
in conformity with the stated objectives and policies to ensure that the goals
contained within the LAP will be achieved.
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The LAP includes recommendations for the Future Land Use Map. This Map is
intended to illustrate the locations of suggested major land use designations
within the neighbourhood of South Hill and the City of Moose Jaw as a whole.
This “Map” should not be interpreted in isolation without consideration of the
balance of the Official Community Plan. The suggested land use designations
have been determined by a number of factors including existing patterns of
land use, projected land needs, resource areas, natural attributes and manmade features.

the LAP and the future development of the City should be examined. Any
changes to the LAP or the Zoning Bylaw should be in the interest of the future
development of the community as a whole. Through periodical review and
amendment the LAP may serve as an effective guide for Council to make
decisions on the future development of the neighbourhood and City of Moose
Jaw.

Amendments to the Zoning Bylaw
The Zoning Bylaw may be used to implement the policies and achieve the
objectives of this LAP by prescribing the uses of land, buildings or other
improvements that will be allowed in the different zoning districts established
in the City of Moose Jaw. In addition, the Zoning Bylaw regulates how these
uses may be carried out and the standards that developments must meet.
The Zoning Bylaw provides the City with actual control over land use and the
types of development and uses allowed in each land use district. The
associated supplementary requirements and development standards are
specified in the Zoning Bylaw respecting building setbacks, parking, loading,
landscaping, signage, buffering and all other relevant standards prescribed by
the City.
To ensure that these regulations work to help achieve the stated goals and
objectives, the Bylaw itself should be consistent with the policies and the
intent of this LAP. In considering a Zoning Bylaw or an amendment, the City
should refer to the policies contained in the LAP and the “Future Land Use
Map” (Appendix A), to ensure that the development objectives of the City are
met.

Amendments to this LAP
On occasion, land uses or developments may be proposed that do not
conform to the Official Community Plan or South Hill LAP. These documents
can be amended to allow the new development to proceed, however, before
any amendment is made, the impact of the proposed change on the rest of
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Appendix “A” – Suggested Changes to the City of Moose Jaw Future Land Use
Appendix “B” – Suggested Changes to the City of Moose Jaw Zoning District
Map
Appendix “C” – South Hill Reference Maps










C1 - Community Amenities, Park, Recreation and Trails
C2 - School Catchment Areas
C3 - Heritage Sensitive Lands
C4 - Historic Buildings and Sites
C5 - Natural Development Constraints
C6 - Transportation Hierarchy
C7 - Water Distribution System
C8 - Sanitary Collection System
C9 – South Hill Trail Network System

Appendix “D” - Definitions
Appendix “E” – Preliminary Design Concepts – Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper
Appendix “F” – Action Plan Table
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Appendix “A” – Suggested Changes to City of Moose Jaw Future Land Use Map
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Appendix “B” – Proposed Amendments to City of Moose Jaw Zoning Distirct Map
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2. Coteau Street West, west of Riverview Collegiate. Original Zoning
District Large Lot Low Density Residential (R1), proposed to Medium
Density Residential (R2).

Highlights of Proposed Zoning District Changes
For ease of use, the following is a summary to highlight the areas proposed
to be re-zoned in the City of Moose Jaw Zoning Bylaw. The proposed areas
will be outlined in a red line.
1. 4th and 5th Avenue Southwest. Original Zoning District Large Lot Low
Density Residnetial (R1), proposed to Medium Density Residential (R2).

3. Home Street, between Main Street South and 1st Avenue Southeast.
Original Zoning District Large Lot Low Density Residential (R1), proposed
to Medium Density Residential (R2).
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4. 9th Avenue Southwest. Original Zoning District R1, proposed to
Neighbourhood Commercia (C1) east of 9th Ave SW.

6. 9th Avenue Southwest. Original Zoning District R1, proposed to High
Density Commercial District (C2).

5. Home Street West. Original Zoning District High Density Residential (R3),
proposed to Community Service and Institutional (CS).
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Appendix “C” – South Hil Reference Maps
C1 – Community Amenities, Park, Recreation and Trails
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C2 – School Catchment Areas
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C3 – Heritage Sensitive Lands
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C4– Historic Buildings and Sites
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C5 – Natural Development Constraints
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C6 – Transportation Hierarchy
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C7– Water Distribution System
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C8– Sanitary Collection System
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C9 – South Hill Trail Network System
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Appendix “D” – Definitions
The following definitions are meant to be complementary to the definitions found in the City of Moose Jaw Zoning Bylaw (Bylaw No. 5346).
These definitions may be amended in the Zoning Bylaw in the future. Bold, italicized and underlined definitions indicate they already exist in the
Zoning Bylaw definition section. Green highlighted definitions indicate the definition exists in the current Zoning Bylaw (Bylaw No. 5346), though
it is suggested the definition be amended to the provided definition in this Section.
Alteration or Altered: With reference to a building, structure or site
means:
a) A change or rearrangement in the structural parts or in the
existing facilities in any building or structure;
b) Any enlargement in any building or structure, whether by
extending on a side or by increasing in building height; or
c) The moving of any building or structure from one location or
position to another; or
d) A change from one occupancy class to another.

A
Abattoir: A facility for butchering or slaughtering animals, and to
dress, cut, inspects meats, refrigerate, cure and manufacture byproducts.
Accessory, Building or Use: A use, separate building or structure,
normally incidental, subordinate, exclusively devoted to, and
located on the same site as the principal use, building or structure
and shall include private garages but unless otherwise specified,
shall not include either a building or structure used for human
habitation, or a metal shipping container.

Ancillary Use: a secondary and subordinate use to the principle use,
which is specifically allowed, and may include an associated building
that is specifically allowed pursuant to the Zoning Bylaw.

Act: The Planning and Development Act, 2007, Province of
Saskatchewan, as amended from time to time.

Animal Clinic: A building or part thereof used by a qualified
veterinarian for the treatment of animal health needs where
animals are not kept on the premises for surgery or kept overnight.

Adjacent: Contiguous or would be contiguous if not for a river,
stream, railway, road or utility right-or-way or reserve land; and any
other land identified in the Zoning Bylaw as adjacent land for the
purpose of notification.

Animal Hospital: The premises of a veterinary surgeon where small,
large domestic animals and livestock are treated or kept involving
surgery and the keeping of animals in outdoor or indoor pens.

Aggregate Resource: Mineral materials including sand, gravel, clay,
earth or mineralized rock, including recycled concrete.

(Animal) Veterinary Clinics: A place for the care and treatment of
small animals involving outpatient care and medical procedures
involving hospitalization, but shall not include the keeping of
animals in outdoor pens.

Agricultural: The non-intensive use of lands, buildings or structures
for the production of crops, or other similar uses normally
associated with agriculture, but shall not include any Intensive
Livestock Operations or other Minor Livestock Operations as
defined in the Zoning Bylaw.

Apartment Block: A building containing three or more dwelling
units as herein defined, each of which is occupied or intended to be
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occupied as a permanent home or residence as distinct from a hotel
or rooming house.

Buffer: A strip of land, vegetation or land use that physically
separates two or more different land uses.

Applicant: A developer or person applying for a Development
Permit under the Zoning Bylaw or for a subdivision approval to an
approving authority under The Planning and Development Act,
2007.

Building: A structure used or intended to be used for the shelter or
accommodation of persons, animals, goods, chattels or equipment,
having a roof which is supported by columns or walls and including
tents and other temporary structures but excludes metal shipping
containers.

Attic: That portion of a building situated wholly or in part within the
roof and which is less than one-half story.

Building, Accessory (see Accessory).

Automobile (Motor Vehicle): A self-propelled passenger vehicle
that usually has four wheels and an internal-combustion engine,
used for land transport.

Building Bylaw: A Bylaw to regulate the erection, alteration, repair,
occupancy, or maintenance of buildings and structures.
Building Height: The vertical distance measured from the grade
level to the highest point of the roof surface, if a flat roof; to the
deck line of a mansard roof; and to the mean height level between
eaves and ridge for a gable, hip or gambrel roof. In calculating the
height of a building, any construction used as an ornament or for
the mechanical operation of the building, such as a penthouse or a
chimney, tower, cupola, steeple or antenna shall not be included.

Auto Wrecker: An area where motor vehicles as disassembled,
dismantled or junked, or where vehicles not in operable condition,
or used parts of motor vehicles, are stored or sold to the general
public.
Awning: A shelter projecting from and supported by the exterior
wall of a building and which must be designed to be collapsible,
retractable and generally constructed of fabric or similar non-rigid
material.

Building Permit: A building permit issued under the Building Bylaw
of the City authorizing the construction or reconstruction of a
building.

B

Building, Principal: A building in which is conducted the main or
primary use of the site on which said building is situated.

Basement: That portion of a building that is partly or wholly
underground.

Building Line, Established: The average distance from the street line
to the main wall of existing buildings on any side of any block where
more than half the frontage of the block has been built on.

Bed and Breakfast: The accessory use of an owner-occupied
dwelling unit where short-term lodging rooms and meals are
provided.

Bulk Fuel Sales and Storage: Includes land, buildings, and structures
for the storage and distribution of fuels and oils including retail sales
or key-lock operation.

Billboard: The accessory use of an owner-occupied dwelling unit
where short-term lodging rooms and meals are provided.
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Business Support Services: Activities intended to provide
administrative, promotional or technical support for commercial
and industrial activities.

Commercial Use: The use of land, building(s), or structure(s) for the
purpose of buying and selling commodities, and supplying
professional and personal services for compensation.
Community Centre: A building or facility used for recreational,
social, educational or cultural activities operated by the City of
Moose Jaw or a non-profit organization and open to the general
public. Activities in a community centre may include sport and
recreation programs, classes sponsored by non-profit organizations,
community events and programs and other similar activities.

C
Campground, Trailer and Tourist Camp: Means development of
land that has been planned and improved for the seasonal short
term use between May 1st and October 31st of holiday trailers,
motor homes, tents, campers and similar recreation vehicles and is
not used for year round storage, or accommodation for residential
use. Typical uses include tourist trailer parks, campsites and tenting
grounds.

Compost: Materials used in gardening, agriculture, landscaping,
erosion control, wetland construction, and landfill cover.

Cardlock Operation: A petroleum dispensing outlet without fulltime attendants.

Concrete and Asphalt Plant: An industrial facility used for the
production of asphalt or concrete, or asphalt or concrete products,
used in building or construction, and includes facilities for the
administration or management of the business, the stockpiling of
bulk materials used in the production’s process or of finished
products manufactured on the premises and the storage and
maintenance of required equipment.

Carport: A building or structure or part thereof, where at least 40%
of the area of the perimeter is open and unobstructed by a wall,
door, post or pier and which is used for the parking or storage of
motor vehicles.
Cemetery: Land that is set apart or land that is authorized for the
internment of human remains. Typical uses may include memorial
parks and burial grounds, including crematoriums.

Condominium: Land, buildings, and units, including private and
common property as defined under The Condominium Property Act.
Conservation: The planning, management and implementation of
an activity with the objective of protecting the essential physical,
chemical and biological characteristics of the environment.

Club: A group of people organized for a common purpose, to pursue
common goals, interest or activities, and usually characterized by
certain membership qualifications, payment of dues or fees, regular
meetings, and a constitution and bylaws.

Construction Trades: Offices, shops and warehouses, with or
without retail sales for trades associated with construction of
buildings.

Commercial, Neighbourhood: Neighbourhood-level commercial
activities including convenience commercial and personal service
uses, intended to serve the day-to-day needs of residents within the
neighbourhood. Meant to complement commercial activities found
in core areas.

Contractors Yard: The yard of a contractor or company, including
landscaping materials used as a depot for the storage and
maintenance of equipment used by the contractor or company, and
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includes facilities for the administration or management of the
business and the stockpiling or storage of supplies used in the
business.

include, but not be limited to, excavating, filling, grading or drainage
of land.
Development Permit: A permit issued by the Development Officer
that authorizes development, but does not include a building
permit.

Convenience Store: A store offering for sale primarily food products,
beverages, personal care items, hardware and printed matter and
which primarily provide a convenient day-to-day service to
residents in the vicinity.

Directional Signage: Signage located off-site providing direction to,
and information about, a specific enterprise or activity which does
not contain general advertising.

Council: The Council of the City of Moose Jaw as defined in The
Cities Act.

Discretionary Use: A use of land, building or other structure that
may be allowed in a zone at a location and under conditions as
specified by Council, or by the Development Officer, where
authorized by Council.

Cultural Institution: An establishment such as a museum, art
gallery, library and similar facilities of historical, educational or
cultural interest.

Dwelling: A building or part of a building that may be used as a
permanent residence excluding a Mobile home, but including a
Modular home, and a Ready-to-Move Home, both as defined in the
Zoning Bylaw.

D
Day Care Centres and Pre-Schools: Establishments which are
licensed by the Provincial government as a “Child Care Center”
under The Child Care Act, providing for the care, supervision and
protection of children but does not include the provision of
overnight supervision.

Dwelling Unit: One or more rooms that may be used as a residence
each unit having sleeping, cooking and toilet facilities.

Deck: Any raised floor structure at least 0.31 metres (1 foot) above
the average ground level upon which it is constructed, either
adjacent to a building or free-standing with stairway, ramp, or
similar access.

Dwelling, Duplex: A building divided that is divided into two
dwelling units with separate entrances and separated by a common
party wall.
Dwelling Group: A group of two or more detached one unit
dwellings, two unit dwellings, multiple unit dwellings, townhouses,
boarding houses, boarding apartments, residential care homes,
special needs housing, special care homes or combinations thereof
occupying the same site, provided that each form of development
comprising the dwelling group is otherwise a permitted or
discretionary use in the zoning district.

Demolition Permit: A type of Development Permit which may be
issued under t Bylaw to authorize a change in the use of a site by
removing or demolishing a building located on that site.
Development: The carrying out of any building, engineering, mining,
or operations in, on, or over land, or making of any material change
in the use or intensity of use of any building, or land, and shall
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Dwelling, Multiple Unit: A building or a portion thereof designed
for or occupied as three or more dwelling units, but not including a
motel, hotel or townhouse.
Dwelling, Semi-Detached: A dwelling unit on its own site, attached
to another dwelling unit on its own site, with a common wall
dividing the two dwelling units throughout at least 40% of the
length of the longest dwelling unit measured from the front to the
rear building lines of the dwelling units.

Single-Detached Dwelling

Dwelling, Townhouse: A dwelling, designed as one cohesive
building in terms of architectural design, which contains three or
more similar attached dwelling units each of which fronts on a
street and has direct access to the outside at grade.
Semi-Detached Dwelling
Dwelling, Single-Detached: A building containing only one dwelling
unit, and shall not include a mobile home as herein defined.
Town House Dwelling

E
Educational Institution: A post-secondary college, university or
technical institution, but shall not include a private school.
Existing: Shall mean existing at the effective date of the Zoning
bylaw.

F
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Farm Building/Yard: Improvements such as barns, granaries, etc
used in connection with the growing and sale of trees, shrubs and
sod or the raising or production of crops, livestock or poultry, fur
production, bee keeping and situated on a parcel of land used for
the farm operation.
Fence: Any vertical structure, other than a building, constructed of
any material or combination of materials, which is a barrier and
used to enclose or screen areas of land.
Flanking: Means to the side of a lot, parcel or site.

Floor Area: The maximum habitable area contained within the
outside walls of a building, excluding in the case of a dwelling unit
any private garage, porch, sunroom, unfinished attic or unfinished
basement.

Flood: A temporary rise in the water level that results in the
inundation of areas not ordinarily covered by water.
Floodway: The portion of the flood plain adjoining the channel
where the waters in the 1:500 year flood are projected to meet or
exceed a depth of one meter or a velocity of one meter per second.

Frontage (Lot Frontage): The distance across the street side of a lot
(a lot must front on a street), between the points where the side
lines of the lot meet the street right of way or boulevard; or, where
a lot is irregular in shape and is narrowest at the front street end,
the width of the lot shall be measured parallel to the street line at
the centre of the front lot line, and at a setback from the front lot
line no greater than the minimum permitted building setback.

Flood-proofed: A measure, or combination of structural and nonstructural measures, incorporated into the design of a structure
which reduces or eliminates the risk of flood damage to a defined
elevation.
Flood Fringe: The portion of the floodplain where the waters in the
1:500 year flood are projected to be less than a depth of one metre
or a velocity of one metre per second.

G
Garage, Private: A building or part of a building used for or intended
to be used for the storage of motor vehicles and wherein neither
servicing nor repairing of such vehicles are carried on for
remuneration.
Garage, Public: A building or place where motor vehicles are stored
or repaired for remuneration but does not include car washing
establishments, an auto sales lot or an automobile service station.
Garden Suite: A second, small, dwelling on the site of a primary,
single-family dwelling that accommodates one or two family
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members of the owner/occupants of the primary residence and is
intended to allow the family to live independently but with the
support nearby of the extended family.

Hazard(ous) Land: Land having inherent environmental hazards;
land subject to flooding, earth movement, or slope instability, land
with poor natural drainage, ground water seepage, erosion, steep
slopes, rock formations, or other similar features.

Gas Bar: A building or facility used for the retail sale of motor
vehicle fuels from approved dispensing facilities.

Health Service Facility (Health Clinic): A building or part thereof
used by qualified health service practitioners for the treatment of
human health needs.

Grade: The average elevation of the natural ground level at the
walls of a building or structure as determined by the elevation of
the outside corners of the building.

Heritage Resource: The history, culture and historical resources of
an area and its residents.

Greenhouse, Commercial: A building for the growing of flowers,
plants, shrubs, trees and similar vegetation that are not necessarily
transplanted outdoors on the same site, but are sold directly at
wholesale or retail from the site.

Highway Commercial: Commercial activities normally located along
highways, major roadways and in other locations considered
strategic by the type of business involved serving the needs of local
residents and the traveling public.

Greenhouse, Private: A building for the growing of flowers, plant,
shrubs, trees and similar vegetation that are transplanted outdoors
on the same site containing such greenhouse(s), and where
greenhouse products may not be offered for sale.

Highway Sign Corridor: A strip of land parallel and adjacent to a
provincial highway, where private signs may be permitted to
advertise goods and services of local area businesses and
attractions, as provided by regulations of the Department of
Highways entitled "The Erection of Signs Adjacent to Provincial
Highway Regulations, 1986", as may be amended from time to time.

Greenways: A linear park which may accommodate pathways
principally for foot traffic and/or bicycles. Typically, greenways are
planned along creeks or streams and managed as natural
environments, or bikeways along landscaped roads.

Home Occupation (Home Based Business): An accessory use of a
dwelling unit for a business which is secondary and incidental to the
primary use of the dwelling as a residence, and does not change the
residential character of the buildings or site.

Group Home: (see Personal Care Home).

H

Hotel: A facility offering transient lodging accommodations on a
daily rate to the general public and providing additional services,
such as restaurants, meeting rooms, and recreational facilities.

Hazardous Materials: Any product, substance or organism which,
because of its quantity, concentration or risk of spill, or its physical,
chemical or infectious characteristics, either individually or in
combination with other substances is an existing or potential threat
to the physical environment, to human health or other living
organisms, as defined by The Environmental Management and
Protection Act, 2002.

I
Industrial Exclusionary Uses: Refers to certain industrial activities
that may be characterized as exhibiting a high potential for
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adversely affecting the safety, use, amenity or enjoyment of
adjacent and nearby industrial and non-industrial sites due to their
scale, appearance, noise, odour, emissions and hazard
potential. Such activities are considered exclusionary when the only
means of mitigating the associated negative effects on surrounding
land uses is through spatial separation. Exclusionary uses would
include but not be limited to the following: Landfill, Ethanol Plant,
Transformer Stations, Uranium Refineries, Anhydrous Ammonia
Storage and Distribution Centres.

Kennel, Enclosure: An accessory building or enclosure intended to
house one of more domestic animals.

L
Landfill: A specially engineered site for disposing of solid waste on
land, constructed so that it will reduce hazard to public health and
safety.
Landscaped Area: An area not built upon and not used for any
purpose other than as an open space that may include grass,
shrubs, flowers, trees, and similar types of vegetation and may
contain paths, walks, patios, fences and similar outdoor amenities,
but does not include parking areas, parking lots, driveways or
ramps.

Industrial Use: The use of land, buildings or structures for the
manufacturing, assembling, processing, fabrication, warehousing or
storage of goods and materials.
Industrial Park: An area of land set aside for industrial
development, usually located close to transport facilities, especially
where more than transport mode coincides, i.e. highways, railroads,
airports.

Land Use Zoning District: Divisions identified in the Zoning Bylaw
establishing permitted and discretionary uses of land or buildings
with attendant regulations.

Infill Development: Re-development within existing areas or
neighbourhoods.

Lane: A public thoroughfare, which provides a secondary means of
access to a site or sites.

Institutional Use: The use of land, buildings, or structures for
religious, charitable, educational, health or welfare purposes and
includes churches, public or private schools, nursery schools,
hospitals, and special care.

Livestock: Domesticated animals used primarily as beasts of burden
or for the production of fur, hides, meat, milk, eggs or other
product, or as breeding stock, but excluding companion animals.
Loading Space: An on-site parking space provided for the temporary
parking of a vehicle for the purposes of loading or unloading
materials, goods or products.

K
Kennel, Boarding: The temporary accommodation of dogs, cats or
other domestic animals for commercial purposes.

Lot (see Site): An area of land with fixed boundaries on record with
the Information Services Corporation (ISC) by Certificate of Title. For
the purposes of this Bylaw the terms "lot" and "site" shall be
deemed not to mean the same.

Kennel, Breeding: The keeping of more than four dogs, cats or other
domestic animals, male and female, and which are more than 12
months old, for breeding purposes.
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Lounge: A room or area adjoining a restaurant set aside for the sale
of beverage alcohol for consumption on the premises, with or
without food, and where no area has been set aside for dancing or
entertainment, either in the lounge or in the adjoining restaurant.
The area of a lounge may not exceed 50% or the public assembly
area in the adjoining restaurant, subject to Provincial Regulations.

connected to a sewage system; and that conforms to the Canadian
Standards Association Standard # Z240.

M
Manufacturing Establishment: A firm or business engaged in the
mechanical or chemical transformation of materials or substances
into new products including the assembling of component parts, the
manufacturing of products and the blending of materials.
Double-Wide Mobile Home

Marquee: A roof-like structure of a permanent nature which
projects from the wall of a building that is independently supported
by a system of columns or piers without walls over an entrance to a
building.

Mobile Home Park: A site under one ownership which has been
planned, divided into mobile home sites and improved for the
placement of mobile homes for residential use on a lease or rental
basis.

Minister: The member of the Executive Council to whom for the
time being is assigned the administration of The Planning and
Development Act, 2007.

Mobile Home Site: An area of land in a mobile home park that is
intended to be occupied by one mobile home and for exclusive use
of its occupants with access to a driveway or a public street.

Mini-Storage: a commercial facility made up of more than one unit
in which customers can rent space to store possessions.

Mobile Home Subdivision: Any subdivision of land and the
development thereof for the purpose of accommodating mobile
homes in such a manner that each home is situated on its own site.

Mixed-Use: A mix of land uses that facilitate the mixing, rather than
separation of, land uses in one distinctive environment, either
vertically in the same building or horizontally adjacent. It is
intended to be compatible with adjacent uses.

Modular (Manufactured) Home: A residential dwelling that is
constructed off site in a yard or factory, in one or more sections,
transported to a site for permanent installation on a permanent
foundation (may have a basement), having architectural features
similar to permanent residential dwellings built on site in the City,
and conforming to Canadian Standards Association (CSA) Standard
A277.

Mobile Home: A trailer coach that may be used as a dwelling all
year round; has water faucets and shower or other bathing facilities
that may be connected to a water distribution system; has facilities
for washing and a water closet or other similar facility that may be
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Municipal Reserve: Dedicated lands that are provided to a
municipality for public use, or that were dedicated as public reserve
and transferred to a Municipality pursuant to of The Planning and
Development Act, 2007.
Museum: An institution that is established for the purpose of
acquiring, conserving, studying, interpreting, assembling and
exhibiting to the public for its instruction and enjoyment, a
collection or artifacts of historical interest.
Modular (Manufactured) Home

N

Modular (Manufactured) Home Subdivision: Any subdivision of
land and the development thereof for the purpose of
accommodating modular homes in such a manner that each home
is situated on its own site.

Natural Areas: An area relatively undisturbed by human activities
and characterized by indigenous species including remnant or selfsustaining areas with native vegetation, water, or natural features.
Non-Conforming Use: Any use of land, building or structure lawfully
existing or under construction where permits have been issued at
the time of the passing of this Bylaw, the use of which does not
comply with all the regulations of this Bylaw governing the Zoning
District in which it is located.

Motel or Motor Hotel: A building or group of buildings, detached or
connected, designed or used for providing temporary sleeping
accommodation to the public, and each of which has a separate
outside entrance and an adjoining parking space, and that may
include a restaurant, meeting rooms and recreation facilities.

Noxious Use or Condition: Any use or facility that causes or
produces harmful or hazardous noise, vapours, smoke, dust
(particles suspended in or transported by air), vibrations, electrical
or electromagnetic fields, glare, or light.

Multiple-Unit Building: A building containing two (2) or more
distinct uses, each of which is allowed in the Zoning District in which
the building is located.
Multiple Complimentary (Vertically Integrated) Activities: The
accommodation of multiple complimentary activities which could
be considered principal permitted uses under single or multiple
ownership within one or more buildings on a single parcel where
these uses are considered to provide additional processing and/or
the sale of manufactured goods produced onsite.

O
Office or Office Building: A place where the majority of the uses or
business affairs are conducted for the following purposes, provided
that the Intent of the applicable Zoning District is maintained:
a) Administration;
b) Financial;
c) General business;
d) Professional services;
e) Real estate; or

Municipality: The City of Moose Jaw.
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Official Community Plan (OCP): The Official Community Plan for the
City of Moose Jaw.

Places of Worship: A place used for worship and related religious,
philanthropic or social activities and includes accessory rectories,
manses, meeting rooms and other buildings. Typical uses include
churches, chapels, mosques, temples, synagogues and parish halls.

Open Space: That part of a site not covered by buildings and which
is unobstructed from the ground upwards except by marquees
canopies, balconies or eaves.

Pond: Any constructed containment of water for the purpose of
landscape enhancement, keeping ornamental fish or aquatic plants,
or for other similar purposes, but not a swimming pool.

f)

Insurance offices.

P

Principal Use: The main or primary activity, for which a site or its
buildings are designed, arranged, developed or intended, or for
which is occupied or maintained.

Parking Lot: An open area, other than a street, used for the
temporary parking of more than four vehicles and available for
public or private use.

Public Work: A facility as defined under The Planning and
Development Act, 2007 including a system, work, plant, equipment,
or service, whether owned or operated by the Municipality, or by a
corporation under Federal or Provincial statute, that furnishes any
of the following services and facilities to, or for the use of, the
inhabitants of the City of Moose Jaw:

Parking Space: A space set aside for and capable of being used for
the parking of one motor vehicle.
Patio: Any hard surface or floor structure less than 0.31 metres (1
foot) above the average ground level upon which it is constructed.
Permitted Use: A use or development to which an owner is entitled
to receive as a right, a Development Permit (which may be
combined with a Building Permit) provided the use or development
conforms to the applicable development standards and regulations
contained in this Bylaw.



Person: A "person" shall apply to an individual, association, firm,
partnership, corporation, trust, or agent, and their heirs, executors,
or other legal representatives of a person to whom the same can
apply according to the law.









Communication by way of telephone lines, optical cable,
microwave, and cable;
Television services;
Delivery of water, natural gas, and electricity;
Public transportation by bus, rail, or other vehicle
production, transmission;
Collection and disposal of sewage, garbage, and other
wastes; and
Fire and Police Services.

R

Personal Service Trades: A building or part of a building in which
persons are employed in furnishing services and administering to
customer’s personal and or grooming needs, but does not include
the provision of health related services.

Real-Estate Signage: Signage directly associated with the sale of a
property on which it is located and which maintains a gross surface
area of less than 1.0 m² (10.76 ft²).
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Recreational Use: The use of land for parks, playgrounds, tennis
courts, lawn bowling greens, indoor and outdoor skating rinks and
curling rinks, athletic fields, golf courses, picnic areas, swimming
pools, day camps, community centres and all similar uses, together
with the necessary and accessory buildings and structures; but does
not include the racing of animals or motorized vehicles.

Type 1 - a Residential Care Home in which the number of
residents excluding staff does not exceed five persons.
Type 2 - a Residential Care Home in which the number of
residents excluding staff does not exceed 15 persons.
Type 3 -a residential care home in which the number of residents,
excluding staff, is more than 15.

Recreational Vehicle: A vehicle, such as a camper or motor home,
used for traveling and recreational activities.

Residential Use: The use of land, buildings, or structures for human
habitation.

Recreational Vehicle (RV) Park: An area of land, managed as a unit,
providing short-term accommodation for motor homes and
camping trailers, including accessory facilities such as administration
offices and laundry facilities.

Restaurant: A building where food and non-alcoholic beverages are
offered for sale to the public for consumption at tables or counters
either inside or outside the building on the site. As an accessory use,
take-out service of food and beverages for off-site consumption
may be provided.

Recycling Collection Depot (Neighbourhood): A building or
structure used for the collection and temporary storage of
recyclable household materials such as bottles, cans, plastic
containers, paper and paint, but shall not include the processing of
recyclable material other than compaction; the collection and
storage of oil, solvents or other hazardous material; or outdoor
compaction or storage.

Retail Store (Shop): A building where goods, wares, merchandise,
substances or articles are offered or kept for sale at retail, including
storage of limited quantities of the above items, sufficient only to
service the store.
Right-Of-Way: The land set aside for use as a roadway or utility
corridor. Rights of way are purchased prior to the construction of a
new road or utility line, and usually enough extra land is purchased
for the purpose of providing mitigative features. Sometimes road
rights of way are left vacant after the initial roadway facility is
constructed to allow for future expansion.

Recycling Collection Facility (Commercial): A building or structure
intended to accommodate the collection, sorting, processing and
temporary storage of recyclable materials that would otherwise be
considered waste. These types of uses include outdoor processing
or storage.

Rooming House (Boarding House): A building which contains a
room or rooms for accommodation other than a dwelling unit or
other form of accommodation defined elsewhere in this Bylaw,
where meals may or may not be provided, with sleeping facilities
and with or without private toilet facilities.

Redevelopment (see infill development)
Residential Care Home: A licensed or approved group care home
governed by Provincial Regulations that provides, in a residential
setting, 24 hour care of persons in need of personal services,
supervision or assistance essential for sustaining the activities of
daily living or for the protection of the individual.
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RTM (Ready to Move) Home: A residential dwelling that is
constructed off- site in a yard or factory to National building code
and transported as a single unit to a site for permanent installation
on a permanent foundation including a basement.

Self-Service Storage Facility: A commercial business that rents
or leases storage rooms, lockers, containers, modular storage
units and/or outdoor space, for businesses and individuals to store
and access their goods.
Service Station: A building or clearly defined space on a site for the
sale of lubricating oils, propane and automobile accessories and
servicing of vehicles.
Setback: The distance required to obtain the front yard, rear yard or
side yard provisions of this Bylaw.
Shopping Centre: A building or group of buildings located on one or
more contiguous and/or non-contiguous lot or site, in which four (4)
or more of the uses allowed in the Zoning District are co-located for
their mutual benefit including the use of off-street parking and
other joint facilities.

RTM (Ready to Move) Home

S
Satellite Dish: A parabolic antenna utilized for the reception of
satellite transmitted television or radio waves.

Should, Shall or May;
 Shall is an operative word which means the action is obligatory.
 Should is an operative word which means that in order to
achieve plan objectives, it is strongly advised that the action be
taken.
 May is an operative word meaning a choice is available, with no
particular direction or guidance intended.

Salvage Yard (Wrecking): A parcel of land where second-hand,
discarded or scrap materials are bought, sold, exchanged, stored,
processed or handled. Materials include scrap iron, structural steel,
rags, rubber tires, discarded goods, equipment, appliances or
machinery.
School: An educational facility under the jurisdiction of a Board of
Education, a college, university, or any other school established and
maintained either wholly or partially at public expense, whether or
not the same is a boarding school and includes any dormitory
building accessory to such school.

Sign: Any writing (including letters or words), pictorial
representation (including illustrations or decoration), emblem
(including a device, symbol or trademark), flag (including a banner
or pennant, but excluding national, provincial or city flags), or any
other figure of similar character which:
a) Is a structure or any part thereof, or is attached to, painted on,
or in any matter represented on a building;
b) Is used to announce, direct attention to, or advertise; and
c) Is visible from outside the building.

Secondary Suite: A separate area located in a one unit dwelling,
which shall include sleeping, cooking and sanitary facilities.
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Sign, Billboard: A private free standing sign, including supporting
structure, which advertises goods, products, services, organizations,
of facilities that are available from, located on, or refer to, a site
other than the site on which the sign is located.

Site: A parcel or tract of land with fixed boundaries that is registered
with the Information Services Corporation, and considered as a unit
devoted to a certain use, or occupied by a building or a group of
buildings that are united by a common interest or use, along with
the customary accessories and open spaces.

Sign, Canopy: A canopy or free-standing canopy which utilizes or
incorporates a sign.

Site Area: The total horizontal area within the site lines of a site.

Sign, Fascia: A sign attached to, marked or inscribed on any
structure which is attached parallel to the face of a building, wall
but does not include a billboard, a third party advertising sign or a
painted wall sign.

Site, Corner: A site with at least two adjacent sides abutting upon
intersecting streets or other public spaces.
Site Coverage: The percentage of the site area covered by all the
buildings above the ground level.

Sign, Freestanding: A sign supported independently of a building
and permanently fixed to the ground but shall not include a sign
that is attached to a fence, a parked vehicle, temporary signs or
billboards.

Site Depth: The horizontal distance between the front site and rear
site lines, but where the front and rear site lines are not parallel the
site depth is the length of a line joining the midpoint of such site
lines.

Sign, Height: The vertical distance measured from the site grade at
the street curb (other than an elevated roadway), which permits the
greatest height to the top of said sign.

Site, Through: A site other than a corner site which has frontages on
two streets. The front site line of a through site shall be determined
by the Development Officer’s selection of the predominant,
established building lines on the two streets.

Sign, Marquee: A sign that is mounted or painted on, or attached to
an awning, canopy, or marquee.

Site, Width: The horizontal distance between the side boundaries of
the site measured at a distance from the front lot line equal to the
minimum front yard required for the district in which the site is
located.

Sign, Off-Premises: A sign which contains any message chosen by a
person other than the person in control of the premises upon which
the sign is located.
Sign, Projecting (Awning): Any sign, except a canopy or awning sign,
which is supported by an exterior building wall and projects
outward from the building wall.

Site Line: Any boundary of a site.
Site Line, Front: The boundary that divides the site from the street.
In the case of a corner site, the front site line shall mean the
boundary separating the narrowest street frontage of the site from
the street. In the case of an irregular–shaped site, the minimum

Sign, Temporary: A sign which is not permanently installed or
affixed in position, advertising a product or activity on a limited
basis.
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allowable frontage shall be measured at the width of the site at the
required front yard setback.

Street: A public thoroughfare, which provides a primary means of
access to a site or sites.

Site Line, Rear: The boundary at the rear of the site and opposite
the front site line.

Structural Alteration: The construction or reconstruction of
supporting elements of a building or other structure.

Site Line, Side: A site boundary other than a front or rear site line.

Structure: Anything constructed or erected, the use of which
requires location on the ground or attachment to something located
on the ground, but not including curbs, pavement, walks or open air
surfaced areas.

Site Plan: A plan showing the location of existing and proposed
buildings on a site in relationship to the site lines.
Special Care Facility (Home): An institutionalized nursing home,
supervisory care home, sheltered care home or other facility used
for the purpose of providing supervisory care, personal care, and
nursing care.

Subdivision: A division of land, and includes a division of a quarter
section into legal subdivision as described in the regulations made
pursuant to The Land Surveys Act, 2000.
Swimming Pool: Any body of water permanently located outdoors
or indoors, contained by artificial means and used and maintained
for the purpose of swimming, wading, or diving.

Special Needs Housing: Multiple unit dwellings or dwelling groups
operated by a non-profit corporation or public authority and used
exclusively for the domestic habitation of senior citizens, disabled
persons, occupants of subsidized housing, or the cohabitant spouse
and children of persons noted above.

T
Tavern: An establishment, or portion thereof, where the primary
business is the sale of beverage alcohol for consumption on the
premises, with or without food, subject to Provincial Regulations.

Storey: That portion of any building which is situated between the
top of any floor and the top of the floor next above it; and if there is
no floor above it, that portion between the top of such floor and the
ceiling above it.

(Tele)communication Facility: A structure situated on a nonresidential site that is intended for transmitting or receiving
television, radio or cellular communications, excluding those used
exclusively for dispatch communications.

Storey, One-Half: That portion of a building situated wholly or in
part within the roof and in which there is sufficient space to provide
a height between finished floor and finished ceiling.

Tourist Campground: An area of land, managed as a unit, providing
short-term accommodation for tents, camping trailers, motor
homes and campers, including accessory facilities such as
administration offices and laundry faculties.

Stakeholders: Individuals, groups or organizations who have a
specific interest or “stake” in a particular need, issue situation or
project and may include members of the local community residents,
community groups or local, provincial and federal governments.

Trailer Coach: Any vehicle used or constructed in such a way as to
enable it to be used as a conveyance upon public streets or
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highways and includes a self-propelled or non-self-propelled vehicle
designed, constructed or reconstructed in such a manner as will
permit the occupancy thereof as a dwelling or sleeping place for
one or more persons notwithstanding that its running gear is
removed or that it is jacked up.

Waste Disposal Facility, Liquid: A facility to accommodate any
waste which contains animal, mineral or vegetable matter in
solution or suspension, but does not include a septic system for a
single residence or farmstead, or a manure storage area for an
intensive livestock operation.

Trucking Firm Establishment: The use of land, buildings or
structures for the purpose of storing, servicing, repairing, or loading
trucks, transport trailers and/or buses, but does not include an
automobile service station, transportation sales or rental outlets.

Waste Disposal Facility, Solid: A facility or a temporary storage
facility, to accommodate discarded materials, substances or objects
which originated from residential, commercial, institutional and
industrial sources which are disposed of in municipal or private
landfills, but not including dangerous goods, hazardous waste or
biomedical waste.

U
Use: The activity or purpose for which any land, building, structure,
or premises, or part thereof is arranged, designed, or intended,
occupied, or maintained.

Wind Energy Conversion System: A system composed of a wind
turbine, tower and associated control electronics with a capacity of
less than 100 kW for non-residential use or 10 kW for residential
use. It will be considered an accessory use and is intended to
provide on-site power for a principal use.

Used For: Includes “arranged for”, “designed for”, “intended for”,
“maintained for”, and “occupied for”.

Wind Turbine: The individual component of a Wind Energy
Conversion System that converts kinetic energy from the wind into
electrical energy, independent of the electrical conductors,
electrical storage system, electrical metering, or electrical inverters.

Utility Shed: An accessory building or structure used for the storage
of goods.

V
Vehicle Repair and Maintenance Service Indoor: Includes all land
uses which perform maintenance services to motorized vehicles and
contain all operations (except vehicle storage) entirely within an
enclosed building.

Wind Turbine, Electrical: An individual component of a Wind Energy
Conversion System which converts kinetic wind energy to electrical
energy through electric currents.

Outdoor: Maintenance services have all or any portion of their
operations located outside of an enclosed building.

Wind Turbine, Mechanical: An individual component of a Wind
Energy Conversion System which converts kinetic wind energy to
mechanical energy through motion.

W

Work Camp: A temporary Industrial or Construction camp
established for the purpose of providing accommodation for
employees, and without restricting the generality of the above, the
camp is usually made up of a number of mobile units, clustered in

Warehouse: A building used for the storage and distribution of
wholesaling of goods and materials.
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such a fashion as to provide sleeping, eating and other basic living
facilities.

production thereof excluding permitted obstructions which faces
the side site line of the main building.

Y
Yard: An unoccupied space, open to the sky on the same site with a
building
Yard, Front: A yard extending across the full width of the site
between the front site line to the closest point of the nearest wall
(including an enclosed porch) or any projecting portion of the
building, and production thereof excluding permitted obstructions
which faces the front site line of the main building on the site.
Yard, Rear: A yard extending across the full width of the site and
between the rear site line and the closest point of the nearest wall
or any projecting portion of the building, and production thereof
excluding permitted obstructions which faces the rear site line of
the building.
Yard, Required: A yard or yards required by the Zoning Bylaw and
within which, unless specifically permitted, no building or structure,
or part of a building shall be erected.
.

Yard, Side: A yard extending from the front yard to the rear yard
and lying between the side site line and the closest point of the
nearest wall or any projecting portion of the building, and
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Appendix “E” – Preliminary Design Concepts – Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper
The following design concepts were created utilizing community
input from the South Hill Local Area Planning community
engagement process along with design principles from Project for
Public Spaces. The design principles are “lighter, quicker, and
cheaper” (LQC). The approach with LQC is to take incremental steps,
using low-cost experiments and tapping into local talents to create
vibrant places. It allows for community members to do small-scale
tests to see if it works in a short term, and incrementally, move to
create a more permanent solution.5

seniors. Making the corridor more pedestrian friendly with traffic
calming measures needs to be considered. Concept 4 shows an
example of creating a market when a parking lot is empty, along
with using large planters to create more of a sense of place.
The old building next to the bakery may be revitalized in the future
for community purposes (drop-in centre, etc); this is show in
Concept 3. If the building were to be revitalized, this would present
an opportunity to create a node, with the placement of benches,
greenery, and patio furniture outside the restaurant and bakery.
Concepts 5 and 6 follow the same guidelines from 4th Avenue
corridor, aiming to make the place more pedestrian friendly.
Specifically with Concept 5, creating a barrier between pedestrians
and vehicles will create a safer sense for pedestrians. The
community may also experiment with marked bike lanes that would
connect the South Hill neighbourhood with the core area.

Concepts 1 and 2 are based on the notion of creating a more
vibrant, pedestrian friendly area, especially along sidewalks and at
intersections. Using the principles of LQC to create traffic calming
measures; Concepts 1 and 2 shows the use of large planters that
can act as traffic calmers. The planters serve as a temporary
measure to “narrow” the width of the road, encouraging drivers to
be more cautious leading up to intersections. The placement of the
planters can also create temporary curb bump outs on sidewalks at
intersections; these shorten the ‘exposed’ distances pedestrians
walk across intersections. Repainting the traffic lines is also
encouraged for improved safety.

Concept 6 implements more street furniture and clearly marked
pedestrian lines for increased safety. One possibility would be for
curb extensions at the intersection to reduce the distance between
sidewalks for pedestrians. These design principles would also act as
a traffic calming measure for 9th Avenue.
Concept 7 and 8 focuses on Pla-Mor Palace. The arena has been
identified as a community asset for the residents of South Hill and
Moose Jaw overall. Some design considerations for this area
includes utilizing the parking lot, when it is empty, as a community
gathering space. As the arena is linked to the park, there is a great
opportunity to hold events in this space. Having pop-up tents, food

Concepts 3 and 4 are about creating “nodes,” where community
members can come together and interact. This has been identified
as a priority by the community. South Hill currently has plenty of
recreation space, though what they would like to see are more
spaces for people to come together, everyone from youth to
5

Project for Public Spaces, http://www.pps.org/reference/lighter-quickercheaper-a-low-cost-high-impact-approach/
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trucks, and movable patio furniture would make it a great place for
people to get together.
Concept 1 – Before and After (below): 4th Avenue and Home Street
intersection, looking south

Concept 2 – Before and After (below): 4th Avenue and Lillooet Street
intersection, looking south.
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Concept 3 – Before and After (below): 4th Avenue, south of Lillooet Street,
looking south.

Concept 4 – Before and After (below): 4th Avenue, south of 4th Avenue
Bridge
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Concept 5 – Before and After (below): 9th Avenue Bridge looking south

Concept 6 – Before and After (below): 9th Ave and Lillooet St. Intersection,
off Bridge, looking south.
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Concept 7 – Before and After (below): Pla-Mor Palace on Lillooet Ave.

Concept 8 – Before and After (below): Pla-Mor Palace Parking Lot

Appendix “F” – Preliminary Action Plan Table
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The following Action Plan Table is a starting point for Council, South Hill Community Association, community members and others
involved in South Hill. It is the intention that the table will become a working copy as the Local Area Plan is being implemented
and changed over time.

Action Statement

Performance
Goal/Aim

Policy
Number(s)

4.1 General Development and Land Use
 Adopt urban design guidelines that may
include heritage overlays that will
maintain the overall character of South
Hill.

4.1.1; 4.1.2

 Compile neighbourhood statistics on a
regular basis.

4.2 Neighbourhood Public Health and Safety
 Develop and implement a fire safety
program.

4.2.1; 4.2.2;
4.2.3

 Explore options to expand medical
services specific to seniors and people
living with disabilities.

4.2.4

 Develop a disaster plan that identifies
potential emergency situations and
protocol outlined.

4.2.1

 Establish anti-idling zones in business
and school zones.

4.2.5

 Create more pedestrian crosswalks by
school lights.

4.2.6
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Priority
Timeline i.e.
immediate, midterm, 10+years

Current Status

Reporting Period
Status Update
(Typically annually)

 Put in a sidewalk for both sides of Main
Street and other high traffic areas such as
Lillooet, Coteau, and 5th Street.

4.2.6

 Work with Transport Canada to ensure
active railway lines and crossings are safe
in the neighbourhood e.g. Safety
measures and design elements.

4.2.12

 Maintain the rail near the Valley’s edge.

4.2.6

 Implement design guidelines to help
mitigate noise, air, and light pollution.

4.2.9

4.3 Housing and Infill Development
Share information with the public about
available residential lots in the
neighbourhood to attract attainable
housing in South Hill.

4.3.9

Actively explore provincial, federal or
private housing incentives.

4.3.12

Actively explore the viability of laneway
suites and other multi-unit options.

4.3.13

4.4 Neighbourhood Amenities, Recreation and Programming
 Create an asset inventory list of
neighborhood amenities with potential to
identify any gaps.

4.4.5;
4.4.6;

 Identify and develop a seniors drop-in
centre, or similar gathering place e.g.

4.4.8
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Coffee Shop on 4th Avenue or Lillooet
Street.
 Identify and develop specific
neighbourhood spaces for youth to gather
outside of school and hold programmed
activities e.g. Youth Social Gathering
Centre, skateboard park.

4.4.1
4.4.6

 Actively promote Pla-Mor Palace for the
purpose of community events and other
regular programming.

4.4.7

 Regular communication between the
South Hill Senior Association, City of
Moose Jaw, and other groups to give
direction on neighbourhood amenities.

4.4.14

 The Community Association to continue
social media presence, with potential for
a specific “South Hill” page on the City
website to include amenities such as
restaurants, day cares, services.

4.4.3

 Continue working with Community
Gardens to maintain and possibly expand
community gardens.

4.4.5

Create an accessibility and inclusionary
strategy for South Hill.

4.4.18

Explore partnerships and options around
social enterprises e.g. Community gardens,
farmers’ markets, live-work units, life
skills training.

4.4.27

Developing a partnership with the school
division, specifically Riverview for

4.4.20
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inclusion of Aboriginal and immigrant
populations.
Work with faith-based institutions for the
use of community culture space.

4.4.1

Explore a walking bus program for kids to
walk to and from school.

4.4.21

4.5 Environment and Open Space
Review park and green spaces to ensure
current uses and activities fit needs of
community.

4.5.2;
4.5.4

Revitalize Wild Animal Park: Bridge
restoration.

4.5.8

Revitalize Wild Animal Park: revitalize the
former RV Park.

4.5.9

Connect pathways and improve access to
trails, including trails west to 20th Avenue,
and informal paths around Westhealth.
Create a promotion strategy for all trail
use.

4.5.9

Develop a comprehensive community tree
planting program for South Hill. Including
a potential partnership with Wakamow
Valley Authority to plant trees in identified
areas.

4.5.8

Pursue education to raise awareness of
river quality preservation.

4.5.2

Create pocket park areas to eat lunch
purchased from local shops.

4.5.7
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4.6 Neighbourhood Culture and Heritage
To identify and document key historical
and cultural resources that are significant
to South Hill.

4.6.1

Work with various organizations to
develop community events and initiatives.

4.6.7

Develop and market South Hill as a
cultural hub in the City of Moose Jaw.

4.6.10;
4.6.12

Draft a statement of historical significance
for the 4th Avenue Bridge for designation
and preservation.

4.6.9

Recognize the Ukrainian Cultural facilities
within the park.

4.6.1

Keep the historical name for the Thunder
Viaduct.

4.6.9

Create a living history initiative that will
showcase the strong history and culture of
South Hill.

4.6.6

4.7 Neighbourhood Economic Development (NED)
 South Hill businesses, Community
Association, and City work together to
continue marketing and branding
initiatives including the signage to
promote Neighbourhood Economic
Development e.g. a South Hill Community
Improvement District.

4.7.1;
4.7.4
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 Undertake a local business inventory to
identify future commercial and mixed
development opportunities.

4.7.1;
4.7.6

 Explore opportunities for the
development of an incubator mall or
market garden.

4.7.3;
4.7.5

 Continue to promote 4th & Lillooet Street
as the commercial hub that includes
cafes, small-scale retail stores and other
commercial and community activities.

4.7.1

 Explore the viability of a regular South
Hill Farmers Market, potential for near
Home Street by community gardens

4.7.3

 Provide incentives for more artisan,
market garden, craft mall, and specialty
shops in the commercial areas.

4.7.6

 Locate possible areas for a business
incubator.

4.7.6

4.8 Green Municipal Services and Infrastructure
 Create a local maintenance program for
South Hill that prioritizes repairs and
upgrades of current infrastructure e.g.
Bridges, roads, water, and sewer lines.

4.8.1;
4.8.7

 Develop proper signage throughout the
neighbourhood for community amenities,
services, and transportation networks.

4.8.9

 Identify areas to upgrade public spaces
e.g. Sidewalks, boulevards, courtyards,
street furniture - benches and planters.

4.8.7
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 Explore alternative energy and other
energy efficient ventures.

4.8.10

 Ensure the safety of pedestrian routes e.g.
Lillooet, 9th to 4th Avenue.

4.8.1

 Continue community recycling programs
with potential to expand when needed.

4.8.11

 Work with Rotary Club of Moose Jaw and
others to expand trails.

4.8.4

 Create more crosswalk lights and lower
speed limits to ensure safety of citizens.

4.8.1

4.9 Traffic, Transportation and Parking
 Look at creative options for calming
traffic e.g. speed bumps, rumble strips,
traffic signage, and light crossings for
pedestrians

4.9.4

 Create local public transit tools to
encourage increased use by community
residents and people working in the area.
This includes initiatives such as schedule
times posted as bus stops, and bus routes
to Wakamow Valley.

4.9.9

 Develop a plan to identify routes for
alternative modes of transportation
including walkways and paths for
pedestrian and cyclists. Specifics include
the linking of walking trails from
Plaxton’s Lake to Connor’s Park.

4.9.1

 Undertake an inventory of sidewalks in
South Hill with the intention of improving

4.9.2
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walkability e.g. sidewalk expansion on
Lillooet Street, east of 9th to the central
business area.
 Actively find ways to streamline traffic
patterns at Coteau & 12th Avenue SW.

4.9.4;
4.9.7

 Continue to work with City departments
to identify roadway and intersections that
require improvements to increase safety
e.g. 4th Avenue and Lillooet, Home Street
and Main Street, Coteau Street, and near
the schools.

4.9.3

 Explore opportunities to continue to
maintain the bridges.

4.9.8

5.1 Our Valley Connections
 Work with Wakamow Valley Authority
and others to promote the Valley as an
eco-tourism destination and eco-sensitive
and cultural community corridor e.g. new
programs and services such as eco-tours
that are guided and self-guided.

5.1.1

 Encourage year-round use of pathways
throughout the Valley.

5.1.2;
5.1.4

 Expand linkages between the Valley and
other areas of the City including the
TransCanada Trail.

5.1.1;

 Collaborate with neighbouring
municipalities and First Nations on future
park development in the Valley.

5.1.5
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5.2 Being Neighbourly
 As a neighbour to the Valley View site,
work together with the Province, the City
of Moose Jaw, and others to discuss
potential uses for the Valley View site.

5.2.1;
5.2.5

 Collaborate and discuss future land use
development and potential opportunities
with the 15 Wing Air Base.

5.2.3
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